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• American Legion Commander Threatens
To Oust All Who Are Members Of NAACP
Camera Views Of Historic Event In A Tennessee Public School

TENNESSEE EDUCATIONAL
HISTORY was made at Clin.
ton, Tenn. recently when Bob
by fain became the first Negro student to graduate from

an integrated state-supported
high school. Nearby at O. a k
Ridge integration has been in
effect for several years b u t
this school is under federal

jurisdiction. The only oth e r
public school integration in
Tennessee is to begin in Nash
sidle in September when the
first grade classes are deseg-

Into street clothes again after
receiving their diplomas. No
incidents occurred during the
commencement. Desegregation
at the school also was peace-

congratulated by Don Pyerly,
a University of Tennessee professor who took part in the
exercises. And at right, Cain
and fellow graduates change
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regaled. In photo at left Cain,
11, marches to the Clinton
High school gymnasium where
commencement exercises were
held. In center picture he is
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ful until outside agitators
came in to stir up troubles
which later resulted in the National Guard
being sent in.
Federal Court contempt char.

ges against IS persons, stem- 7
ming from interference with
the desegregation program,
still pend and a trial date
'
to be set at Knossille this
week.

LegionCommander
Threatens Post
Commander Jack Pace, of the American Legion of
Mississippi, has threatened to revoke the charter of every
Negro American Legion post in which there are NAACP
members "who do not favor our way of life."
Commander Pace's scorching letter threatening "lea.

mediate iction" was sent to officers of Negro posts after Cong. with State Legion Adjutant Fran%
Charles C. Diggs (Dem.. Mich.) Chambers, President Ellis Wright
had asked the National American of the Jackson Citizens' Couna
investigate
sipp Le. and State Secretary Robert Pat.
commander
ef mt ssis
Lee
joint meeting
terson of Greenwood Citizen s'
gimarice and White Citizens Council.
Councils.
Congressman Diggs told COWIN
Diggs episode," Command- Daniel that if the National Amer.
er Pace warned, "is the la at ican Legion "does not reject this
sgetiaom
rlan
li
da.
kind of association, it will certain.
"
n vihlre, Cong. Digga
a
/y indicate that It hie rejected it*
the answer,American Le- fundamental purpose, the promo.
National Commander W. C. lion of Americanism,"
Daniel sent him in reply to his A DENIAL
first wire concerning the joint
Commander Daniel's a ns we/
meeting "an incredible insult to
was:
my intelligence."
"May I advise first that T SA
NOT THE FIRST
unaware of any such meeting hay.
e
This apparently was not t
ing taken place, and therefore ant
first action by Negroes in alis- not in a position to
comment on
sissippi which failed to meet the its purpose, the
direction which
pleasure of Commander Race as it might have
followed or the Le- .
the Mississippian said, "I have gion personalities who
might have
been slow to censor your action participated."
on several occasions. . ."
Congressman Diggs' Immediate
But it was Cong. Diggs' lime- reply included the
"incredible in.
lighting the joint meeting situa- sull'' charge.
tion which drew the heavy fire.
He said "elementary research''
Congressman Diggs had wired would provide
Last week's announcement of
any information
following
a
reDaniel
Commander
about the meeting and referred
the United States Supreme Court's
Miss.
Clar.
Jackson,
in
the
port
the Commander to the page numrefusal to review the appeal of
7, 1957 that ber of the
the Memphis State University case ion Ledger of May
Clarion Ledger which
state
of
the
two
joint
meeting
Na-,
the
carried the story.
relative to the admission of
Monday
organizations
was
held
groes has left something of a
Congressman Diggs requested
"an immediate, thorough Investistate of uncertainty before the night. May 6.
HIGHLIGHTS
for
lawyers
gation
the
and reply."
m
sio
dv
ee
ss
.
among
next,
The report included highlights
Meanwhile a copy of Mississippi
Chief concern among NAACP of a pro-segregation speech made Commander Pace's bristling letter
and community leaders is that the by Sergeant Hubert Badeaux, of was made public. It was addresspublic be clear on the meaning the New Orleans Police Depart- ed to District commanders, dieer
. triet executive committeemen,
meesntintletedsutaeteedd btyhatmrth sspeiskm
of the Supreme Court's latest rut w
J.
post commanders, adjutants and
ing,
secretary
of
the
executive
sipoen tohnerteww
o iplloibnetsnoFmirsist:
apTph
rehyehno
districts 10 and 11 (both Negro).
Jackson
Jackson White Citizens' Council, THE LETTER
they wish it clear that the Court's and that Comm. C. S. Rankin, of
The letter said in part:
action does not necessarily mean the Louis Jiggitts Post of t h e
"There are those among you
as
masAmerican
Legion
served
the immediate admittance of Newho are not adhering to t I•
State
Comm.
ter
of
ceremonies.
groes at Memphis State. Second,
principles for which this great i
it should be understood that fur- Jack Pace, of the Legion, is also organization was born. .
ther delaying-tactics plans can be repbrted to have spoken briefly.
"We intend to take limed&
The Ledger report listed a ate action. .(against). . Ascii
submitted for court hearings by
number of state officials who oc(See COURT, page 2)
cupied the speaker's rostrum along (See LEGION, page 2)
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Plan Honor For
Judge's Mother
By Staff Writer
Some 1,000 persons are expected at Club Ebony the
night of June 14 when Mrs, Capitola Richardson Hawkins,
mother of Judge Scovel Richardson, will be honored as
"Mother of the Year" at a banquet sponsored by the Lincoln League.

2 Students 'pay Tribute To What Court
Get $1,000
On
May
30
Ruling
GI Dead
Elk Awards
MSC Means
Bobby Cain, first Negro gradu.
ate of recently integrated Clinton, Tenn., and Ernest McEwen,
former president of the Alcorn
college student council, have been
granted $1,000 scholarships by the
Elks department of Education.
George W. Lee, of Memphis,
grand commissioner of education.
made the announcement this week.
They join such awardees as the
plaintiffs in the suits which re.
culled in the Supreme Court ending legal separation of students in

Lincoln League officials say Airs., thrills was when she attended the
Hawkins is being honored '1 o r ceremony in which her son was
haling provided the training, sworn in as a Federal Judge of
the development of character, he the U S. Customs Court,
creation of high ideals and am• ILLUSTMOUS CAREER
bition, and the many intangibles
Judge Richardson has had an
.
that led to the development of her illustrious
career in American juson into one of America's outstand- dicial life. While head of the Lining citizens.
coin university School of Law in
". . .Because of her quiet dig- St. Louis, he was appointed a (See STUDENTS, page
and
for
charms
gentle
nity, her
member of the U. S. Parole Board.
the early training and home life When a vacancy occurred in the
which brought forth a U.S. Judge."
One of Mrs. Hawkins' greatest (See HONOR, page 2)

I

The Tennessee Regular Baptist Convention, Dr. A. E.
Campbell president, will hold memorial service in tribute
to America's fallen servicemen Thursday night, May 30 at
7:30 p.m. in historic Beale Street Baptist church.
IA. George W. Lee, prominent businessman and Republican leader, will pay tribute

to the deceased. Lt. Lee is a veteran of World War 1. Mrs. Lou
ise R. Smith, who recently discovered a valuable •Iranium mine,
will relate some of her expenen.
ces.
A chorus of 200 voices, under
direction of Dr. W. IL, Brewster,
noted composer and coordinator
music of the National Baptis

Gets Good Job

2 Students Die
In Auto Smashup
Tragedy struck on the highway north of Tuskegee
lives and cast a pall over commence• Monday to claim four
ment exercises in progress at Tuskegee Institute. Two of
Ike dead were Institute students and two othrs were Tuskegee residents.
' In addition to the dead, one ot),
er was critically injured and still
another was less seriously hurt.
These men also were Institute students.
The dead were Hardford Levi.
son, 24, of Louisville, Ky.; Curtis R. Maddux, 31, of Red Bay,
Al..' Margaret Alexander, 19, of
Tuskegee and Annie P. Jerido, 17,
Tuskegee. Levlson and Maddox
were Tuskegee students.
1

KILLED INSTANTLY

Levison, owner and driver of the
car, and the two girls were killed
almost Instantly when the e a r,
traveling at a high rate of speed
toward Tuskegee for the afternoon
exercises at Tuskegee Institute,
left the highway on a curve and
roiled over severs! tithes. Maddox
died a few hours later at Macon
1, County hospital.
Highway Patrolman Larry Wal-

I

•
drop said skid marks on the highway showed that the car traveled
550 feet out of control.
Still unconscious Tuesday afternoon and listed as in critical condition was Derry Holtzclaw, 21. of
Sylacauga, Ala., star fullback on
the Golden Tiger football team of
last fall, lie was in Macon Coonty hospital. Holtzclaw has since
been transferred to the John A.
Andrew hospital where he remains
in a semi-conscious state.
BOTH LEGS BROKEN
Less aeriously hurt hut with both
legs broken and suffering from
other injuries was Jesse Harris,
23, of Montgomery, a student. He
was transferred to John Andrew
hospital after being treated at
Macon County hospital.
Institute officials contested parents immediately and proceeded
to give every attention to the in.
jured.

SHE'S A Lucay ONE—When
Chicago's Michael Reese hon.
pital admitted charming Carleen Clay as a Melte interne
last week, she was in competition with many foods a s ii
nutrition majors from schools
everywhere. The lucky o a e,

whose home economics degree
will be conferred by Teenessee State university in June,
will report for duty Jnly 9. She
Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Alex (lay of 1495 Davis
st., Memphis, Tenn. GUNTER
PHOTO

convention, will sing patriotic and
gospel songs.
Queen C. Anderson, well-known
gospel singer, will be featured artist. Appearing also will be such
groups as the Southern Male Chorus, the Reed Singers Saint Peter
Male Chorus, Golden Leaf choir,
Columbus choir, Pattersonaires
and others.
The public is invited.

South Told
To Take Chip
Off Shoulder

A Southern expert in human re-1
lations has urged the South to get
the chip off its shoulder and work
actively toward a goal of true,
brotherhood among men.
Dr. Gordon W. Lovejoy, of Giulford college, N. C., program consultant for the National Conference of Christians and Jews, made
his plea at a meeting at the Peabody hotel of the NCCJ's Memphis Round Table.
"We have certain tendencies
which lay us open to charges of
decadence and other things,'' Dr.
Lovejoy said.
"For instance, we Southerners
are abnormally sensitive to any
criticism of our way of life—justified or not. We rely on violence
more frequently than people elsewhere in an effort to solve human relations problems.
KKK HIT
"We rely all too often on extralegal arganizattons—such as the
Ku Klux Klan—to solve human
relations problems.
"Too often we react emotionally rather than rationally in discussing racial problems. We
equate everything in ter m s of
race, even though that's only one
thing in our program of human
(See SOUTH, page 2)

Receive Awards From Lane College

WIN AWARDS — The TriState Defender and Radio Station WJAK were recipients of
Awards Monday during the
Lane College 75th Anniversary
commencement exercises at
the college. The Tri-State Defender was cited for "the progressive editorial polity and

high quality of news reporting
the Defender has maintained." L. Alex Wilson. editor
and general manager of the
Tri-State Defender shown at
right, holds the award presented to the newspaper.
WJAK was cited for its rontri•
button "toward better relations

in West Tennessee." T 1•
award was accepted by Jerry
Bilkie (shown at left), assistant
manager of the station for
Robert Blow, the station manager. Dr. C. A. Kirkendall,
president of Lane College
(center) congratulates Mr. WU.
on and Mr. Billie. (Withers
Photo)
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In No Hurry To Act
' NASHVILLE — State officials
- Indicated last week they will be
,.. in no hurry to suggest a new desegregation plan for Memphis
State and other white colleges and
universities in Tennessee, follow- log rejection of the "stair-step"
proposal by the United States Su-

preme Court. Education Commissioner Quill E. Cope, chairman of
the State Board of Education, said
the Board will in all probability
discuss the subject at the next
meeting August 7, but no special
sessions are contemplated before
then.

May Integrate Some Churches
;

The presiding bishop of the , But he said he feels it is ''most
Louisville Methodist Area, Bishop unlikely" there will be any actual
'William T. Watkins, predicted last integration of congregations in the
"enek Southwide approval of a Methodist Memphis Conference,
IroPosed measure that would per- which includes West Tennessee
mit integration of the denomina- and part of West Kentucky.
'eOn's white and Negro churches.

Find Victim Of Drowning
! MARION, Ark. — Wilburn Tur•
- her, of 272 South Third, employe
. of Booth Lumber Co., in Memphis,
. drowned in the old Mississippi
river bed near Harry's Landing

last Thusday afternoon when
he apparently fell from a boat.
His body was taken from the water about an hour later with the
aid of grappling hooks.

Owen College Would Like Help
" The president of Owen College,
,rfr. Levi Watkins, describing his
school as "the only Negro college
ought and paid for entirely by
Negroes," is seeking $50,000 to
•,4101.p the school reach full accreditation as a junior college. The
*hoot was started in 1953, and according to Dr. Watkins, "contd.
billions from 'little people' in Ne-

A LOT OF D'S were in sight
at the Whip Drive-In last
'Thursday night as 23 football
players and 10 basketball players received letters from Dou•
glass High school at the annual banquet for athlete s.
Faye Mitchell, former Douglass High star and All-Ameri-

can at Tennessee State univel
shy, was the speaker. M i t.
shell, whose fetes in the prep
legendary, stressed the importance of clean living 'by athletes and the giving of their
best at all times. A junior at
Tennessee State, Mitchell has
turned down several protes-

South
(Continued from page 1)

gro Baptist churches all across
Tennessee made possible the baying of the million-dollar plant.
Money is now needed to sustain
and further equip the school and
gain the needed accreditation. The
school's first 31 graduates received degrees last year. Twenty-eight
will graduate this year,

relations. And we rely on rumor
or gossip in approaching discussion of our problems," Dr. Lovejoy said.
"While we who are Southern
should properly be proud we lite
here, we need to realize we are
citizens of something larger—citteens of a nation with obligations
to that nation, and its prestige
in the world," he said.
DANGER IN BIGOIRY
The North Carolina educator,
church policies as "the duty of who teaches a course in human
churches not only to welcome but relations at Guilford College, said
to recruit members without re- the danger of any bigotry—racial
gard to race." The report was ac. or otherwise—"all too often bursts
cepted by the General Assembly into areas other than the one in
THE WV/00R C II ORAL
for further study and action dates. which it began."
GROUP o? Hamilton High
"We must assume our responsischool, directed by Mrs. Thelbilities," he declared. "If we rema Whalum, relaxes during
main silent, we abdicate those responsibilities, and the bitterness engendered will last for generations. L
"I'm pot speaking for segregation or desegregation. I plead
room for our own people in our that those in positions of leaderhomes and for those who have no
(Continued from page 1)
ship speak out against the silence
living relatives we can build or that makes cowards of us .a It.
colored American Legion post
support OLD FOLK HOMES.
"Let us tear down the senti. that is getting out of line or has
Drivers hear a lot about speed mentality of lavender and old !ace, in its ranks members of the N.
too fast for conditions but need the stigma of tobacco road. Let's A. A. C. P. who are not in fav•
a check list to help determine look forward to the unfinished or of our way of life.
how to avoid such speed. Such a business we have to do in many
"Any among you who a r e
list, says The Illinois Division of areas of htman relations."
members of the NAACP have no
BORN IN FLORIDA
Traffic Safety includes these:
, place in the American Legion,
Dr. Lovejoy was born in Flat
Be able to stop going into curves
Department of Mississippi."
and intersections. Be able to stop da and has lived in the South "all
Commander Pace stated t h e
at night within your headlight imy life except for one year." He
range. Keep pace with traffic - holds degrees from the University National American Legion had!,
of
Florida
and
the
University
of
passed
a resolution in Los An-,
neither too fast or too slow.*Go
slowly where children are playing. North Carolina and was the first gelee in 1956 calling for an inIf tired, inattentive or sleepy— American to hold an endowed chair vestigation of the truth of charin human relations at a Southern ges the NAACP is influenced by
stop.
university—the University of Mia- Communists or fellow travelers.
Adding it all up it means SLOW mi.
"Investigation," he said. "h a a
DOWN AND LIVE.
his home in North Carolina is a proven the suspicion well foundspot steeped in Southern history-- ed."
the site of the Battle of Guilford
The Justice Department does
Courthouse, where Britain's Southern army under Lord Cornwallis not lost the NAACP on any of its
suffered a decisive strategic ac. subversive list.
Commander Tate continued:
feat during the Revolutionary War.

Calls For `All-Out' Action
I OMAHA—A Counseling Comitili•
tee of the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church in the
U. S. A. told the church last week
that it should embark on an "allout action" on such
declared

trOCUSING THE
By C. .1. GASTON
LITELE THINGS IN LIFE
Today most of us are concerned about the big things in life
end overlook the little things.
' la we are to have big bank accounts we must begin by saving
small amounts. Many people who
have large bank accounts and savings today began by saving one
Oollar.
1 In order to have many friends
lee must try to make at lead one
griend every day. It is the little
favors that we do for people that
Often create for us their friendship. In our dealings also we must
not overlook the little fellow. Too
Often we overlook the people who
can make or break us. Our busiSiesses strive on the masses, and
mit the classes. If one is inclined
to politics he must bear in mind
that JOE'S and AUNT JANE'S
vote is just as important as that
of the bishop of the largest diocese in the community.
Finally, if one is to have and
master the big job he must first
Master and appreciate the little
Job. The late C. C. Spaulding began as the janitor and first agent
of his company, at his death he
was president of the world's largeft Negro business.

NEWS

Law Student
Will Address
Church Group

egion

Court

Tearchard Scott, a law student
and product of Memphis schools.
(Continued from page 1)
will be the principal speaker Sunday, June 2 at the Abe Scharff those who oppose admittance of
Branch YMCA of 254 Lauderdale, Negroes to Memphis State.
where the Seventh Street Baptist
The Supreme Court upheld last
OUR OLD FOLKS
church will spoil- week a lower court decision chat.
Contrary to general belief peosor a tea
lenging a "gradual" integration
pc are living longer today than
The program plan of Memphis State college.
ever before in the history of our
begins at 5 and REFUSED TO REVIEW
'Alien. This fact imposes a great
ends at 8 p.m.
The brief order by the high court
responsibility upon the young penThe law stu- was the first affecting an integre.
pie of our race. First of all, we
dent is the son tion plan "timeable" since its demust include in our present budof Rev. and Mrs. segregation decision of 1954.
gets some provisions for an OLD
Sexton, of 755 The college adopted a five-year
ALE FUND.
Randle. He Is a plan under which graduate stu:We should also seek employgraduate of Ma- dents would be the first to be in•
talent. that offers SOCIAL SECURnassas High tegrated. The freshman class
Ity coverage as well as RETIREschool and is would not be integrated until the
r. Scott
WENT benefits. In addition to precurrently study- 1959-60 school year.
paring for our own old age coin- tog at Bryant and Stratton Law
Refusal of the high court to re
firs we must begin immediately school, Chicago.
view the case has the effect of up
teethink about the welfare ef those
A. C. Williams will serve as holding 2-1 Circuit Court decision
atong us who have already reach- master of ceremonies for the pro. that the plan is too slow to meet
tit old age. Too many of us are ne- gram on June 2. Mrs. Katie P the Supreme Court's mandate of
gficting our parents and relatives Sexton, program chairman, said "all deliberate speed."
ire' their old age. It is not enough that tickets may be obtained from
Local NAACP spokesmen said
for us to seek old age assistance the following places: Klondyke the latest ruling could mean that
Its' our people from the govern- Sundry. of 1293 Vollentine: Stroz• Negro students might apply for
'Dent while we ride around in ex- icr Drug Store, of 2192 Chelsea; Immediate admission to the col.
Minsive automobiles and live on Mitchel's Shoe Shop, of 1029 Jack- lege. However, they also concede
the fat of the land. We must make son and at Patterson Funeral' the possibility that those in uphome, of 2204 Chelsea. Rev. M. position may submit another plan
Sexton is pastor of Seventh Street of integration which would require
Baptist. Mrs. Rose Lee Tate is court hearings.
secretary.
In the meantime, they agree,
the issue is in what might be call. (Continued from page 1)
Most northerly point in the U.S. ed a "state of suspendeçl anima.
Minesota's Angle country: most ' lion," with the next mo es unan.
lithe schools and Mrs. Auther•1 southerly
is Cape Sable, Florida. flounced.
ins Lucy Foster, who sought to
sifter Alabama university.
Cain, one of 12 Negro students
STARTS SUNDAY
wko entered Clinton High last
JUNE 2
Sommer and remained despite
(Ike-ups which necessitated Gov.
Citment's calling out the National
Guard was one of the top 10 gradNow,
u4es at Clinton High.
kr. McEwen was one of the stu.
deists refused re-admittance to Aleden college, Alcorn. Miss., after
stiadents staged a walkout in proteit to a history professor's using
AND THE
a :picture of students in a Misslippi paper as part of an article
he ran that, among other things,
eeticized the NAACP.
GORDON SCOTT as THE NEIVIARZAN"
14. Lee noted that the national
ROBERT BEATTY • YOLANDE DONLAN
oratorical contest to be held in
Peadelphia on August 26 will
BETTA ST. JOHN • 1LFRlD HYDE, WHITE
agate include Negro and white
(paw
speakers. This year's contest is
Starts Wed! 3 Rig Days!
being made a part of the celebraGrocery Peck, Usurer. Recall in
tion of the Booker T. Washington
"DESIGNING WOMAN"
Centennial.

Students

LOST SAFARI'

"Our Americanism program is
one of our main projects.
"We do not approve of a Congressman elected in Michigan attempting to tell the American Legion in Mississippi how to run its
program and activities.
"If you furnished him with the
information contained in h i a
charge, or if you are a member
of the NAACP, then we do not
need and do not want you in the
American Legion of Mississippi.
"And furthermore, we do not
intend to have you in our organisation if it means pulling the charters of every colored post in Mississippi. We are prepared to do
just that. This Diggs episode is the
last straw, so to speak with us.
"You have your choice. Either
be real true blue legionnaires, or
no legionnaires at all. My sincere
desire is that you clean up your
ranks of the agitators and foreign
thinkers. But, if you cannot do
that or do not want to do that
then expect action on our part."
About 53 percent of American
families own their homes a higher
ratio than ever before in U S. history.

Joe Gordon, of 214 S. 15th at., 1 9th at,, left for Tallulah, La. Weddied suddenly in his truck May 10. nesday morning to be by the bedThe Funeral of Mr. Gordon was side of her sick sister, Mrs. Reheld Sunday May 19, 1957, at the becca Coleman, who is confined
Old St. Paul MB church. Rev. to her bed following a stroke.
J. G. Randolph officiated. Hus- Friends of Mrs. Woodson hope she
band of Mrs. Annie Lee Gordon; Will find her sister better.
Mrs. Mattie Mae Elder, of N.
son of Mrs. Effie Gordon and the
late Haywood Gordon, of West 10 at., is in St. Louis, hospital,
Memphis, brother of Mrs. Fannie Mrs. Elder is the mother of ViParis, of Memphis, Mrs. Minnie vian Elder, a student at Wonder
Griffin of St. Louis Mo., James' High school, wife of George Elder.
Gordon, Haywood Gordon Jr. Ed- 1 Friends of Mrs. Elder hope she
die Gordon, of West Memphis, Au- will soon be home again.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hightower,
gust Gordon of Indianapolis, Ind
atonal team offers of substanD. Miller, J. D. S-.:ringer, three sisters in-law and two broth- of 300 S. 17th st., had as their
tial sums to return to State
ers in-law. Other relatives and guest their son Rufus Hightower
principal; Faye Mitchell, Dcthis fall to complete his last
friends survive. Williams Funeral who is serving in the Navy and
ell Ivra, Douglass graduate
year of study. Seen from left
and former Gridiron Great;
Home was in charge Interment is stationed in Norfolk, Va. Mr.
Melvin Conley, principal of
Sam Helm, chairman of the
Hightower is a 56 graduate of
in Old St. Paul cemetery.
Hyde Park school;; Emmett
•••
Douglass athletic committee;
Wonder High school.
Simon, dean of Memphis
Charles Jones, assistant coach
Mrs. Dorothy Ray, of 514 S.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Q. WoodSon ot
coaches and officials; Joe Atand James Boone, a guest of306 N. 9 at. had as their guests 11th at., who has been a patient
kins, assistant coach; Coach A.
ficial. (Withers Photo)
their brother Macon Woodson ot at John Gaston hospital, has reChicago, Ill. and their cousin also turned home. Mrs. Ray is the
of the windy-city.
mother of Mrs. Jessie Mae Oliver,
•• *
also of 514 S. 11th at., and they
A surprise birthday dinner party both are members of the Church
was served In honor of James of God in Christ. Elder Smith,
Wallace last Friday night May 17 pastor.
at the Lenore Motel in West William H. Taylor, S. N., who
Memphis. Making this occasion Is serving in the Navy was rushed
possible were his uncle and aunt to the Navy hospital in Millington,
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Lee, of Tenn. after haivng undergone an
206 S. 9 at. who served barbeque, operation. His condition has been
cote slaw, hot roll and soft drinks. reported fair. Mr. Taylor is the
About 15 or 20 were present for son of Mr. and Mrs. James Carr
the occasion, including his par of 125 S. 12th st.
•
•
ents, Mr, and Mrs. H. Lee of S.
13 st.
Mrs. Rosie Neal and daughter
A special guest was Rufus High. Joyce of Chicago, Ill., were the
tower. Mr. Hightower is with the weekend guests of her mother-InNavy and is stationed in Norfolk, law Mrs. Mary Neal, of 106 S.
Va,
9th at. Mrs. Neal and daughter
Mr. Wallace received many love- left for their home Tuesday night.
ly gifts including a very delicious
Mr. and Mrs. Phelix Smith, of
birthday cake. Mr. Wallace is a Collierville, Tenn., and Dorothy
occasion of the annual banored. Principal Harry T. Cash
56 graduate of Wonder Hi school Mae Ervin and Rose Coleman.
quet, at Hamilton at which stuis seen standing in background. and a student at M. I. College in of West Memphis, were dinner
dents who have brought rec(Hooks Photo)
Holly Springs, Miss.
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mr+.
ognition to the school are honJoseph and Dock Rembert Jr. Buck McGowan, of 212 S. 8th at.
of Detroit Mich, is the guests of The Phelix's and McGowan's are
their father Dock Rembert or. who cousins.
is ill at his home in Edmondson,
Mr. and Mrs. Elie Bogan, of 311
Ark, relatives and friends wish Dunlap at, Memphis, were the
Mr. Rembert a speedy recovery. guests of Mrs. Leanne Taylor of
* * *
119 S. 16th st. Sunday afternoon
The Wonder Htsh school play- Mrs. Bogan is the former Miss
ground will open June 10 we shall Josephine Taylor daughter of Mrs.
do our best to show to the citizens Leanne Taylor and the late Bob
From the Memphis Board of Education last week of this city that we appreciate be- Taylor and the sister of Mrs.
ing their supervisors, said Mrs. Viola Taylor Washington also who
came three important announcements.
Mammie Terrell, of 816 S. 13 st. resided at 119 S. 16th at.
First was the retirement of veteran Superintendent directress, and Floyd Boyce, di- Brother Day, of 137 S. 17th at.
has returned home from the Critof Memphis schools, E. C. 13a11. Mr. Ball will be succeeded rector, of Memphis, Tenn.
* .•
tenden Memorial hospital. Ile reby his former Assistant Superintendent in the Area of InMrs. Thelma Lee' Mosley of ^56 ceived injuries several weeks ago
struction, E. C. Stimbert.
Holbert st., Memphis. Tenn is ill when Mr. and Mrs. Day were in
The second announcement dealt work offered.
in the John Gaston hospital. Mrs. an automobile accident Mr. Day
with the registration date and othH Grades 1-6 will be login at Por- Mosley is the
daughter of Mrs. lost an eye, but they are both imer details relating to first grade! ter Junior High, of 620 S. Lau- Mammie
Terrell, instructor
at proving. They are members of
pupils for the next school year. derdale. Registration is 'June 6 and
Wonder High school's first grade. the Church of God in Christ on
The third announcement dealt 7, at Porter. No advance regisMrs. Hattie Woodson, of 306 N. S. 15th st. Elder Smith pastor.
with summer school provisions for tration is provided for, and no
Negro pupils this summer.
deposits are required before .June
Mr. Ball's announcement of his 6 and 7.
retirement, effective Sept. 1, came
Grades 7-12 will be offered at
as a surprise to the nundreds of Booker T. Washington High, 715
Negro teachers and others asso- S. Lauderdale. Registration is
ciated with the public schools. June 6-7, between 9 a.m. and 3
During the 32 years he served p.m. First classes, June 11; last
as superintendent of Memphis he day, Aug. 7.
directed the construction of many
No announcement
fees was
new schools for Negroes. tinder made.
his directicn Negro high schools
increased from one to seven, with
another planned for this fall. He
directed the accreditation of Negro high schools; and sponsored
increases in teachers' salaries,
(Continued from page 1)
standards of the teacher
The Beard, through Mr. Stim- chairmanship, he was elevated to
bert's Department of Instruction this position, becoming the first
provided information for Memphis Negro to be chairman of the U. S.
parents of children slated to en- Parole Board.
ter the first grade for this fall's
His distinguished service in this
school term. Registration for the position plus his board and colorfirst grade is on May 31. The fol- ful legal background led to his'l
lowing information will be asked being recommended to President
by those registering the children: Eisenhower for appointment to the
child's name, address and tele- Federal bench.
phone number, birth certificate,
parents or guardian's name, father's occupation, business address, and business telephone, doctor's name and telephone number,
hospital preference, name and telephone number of relative or
friend to call in case an emergenRECORDS FOR EVERYONE
cy arises when parent is away
306 Pepior at Lauderdale
Let this ad be your guarantee if you suffer from
from home.
Ph,,. IA 3-6318
Memphis boys and girls have
heartburns, indigestion, gas, nervous, or sour stomach
summer school opportunities lcand
are forced to get along on a milk and cream diet,
cording to Supt.-elect
C stimdue to an acid stomach condition We guarantee you
bert. Last week Mr. StimSert anflounced that crates, rules, fees.
the trial size.
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Post Office Box 2383, Moto Station,
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Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. GL.2-9463

STOMACH
SUFFERERS

•

TRY GUARANTEED

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

KING SOLOMON
BOTANICAL MEDICINE
MOTHER NATURE'S REMEDY

KING SOLOMON COMPOUND

•
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On a 10-day money back guarantee You must get
results or your money will be refunded. Come to:

Do you have ailments often called
common ailments, such as arthritis,
rheumatism, gas, liver trouble, kidney trouble?

GUARANTEED Relief In 1 Days,
OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
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JERRY'S SUNDRY

ARTHRITIS?
Try KING SOLOMON
BOTANICAL MEDICINE!
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May yaw Niue.
be filled with
great auccell.

SUBURBAN DRUG
McLEMORE at MISS
PH. WH. 8-4576
(free quick delivery)

SUBURBAN DRUG STORE
752 McLEMORE . . . or
PHONE WHitehall 8-4576
And Our Representative Will Deliver
Imagine folks! This formula has been used for hundreds of years. Remember herbs are mentioned in our
Bible 37 times. All we ask is for you to give KING
SOLOMON a fair trial. KING SOLOMON will prove
to you why it is so far superior to any other product
on the market today. Add up for 1 year what it has
cost you for other products, sleepless nights and time
away from work—de to your stomach, then give
KING SOLOMON a trial.
WHEN YOU SEE OTHER PEOPLE EATING THE
FOODS THAT YOU AT ONE TIME ENJOYED, LET
KING SOLOMON COMPOUND MAKE YOUR
DREAMS COME TRUE.
Send Check or Money Order
$4.00 TRIAL SIZE—$7.00 FAMILY QUART
Write or Buy Direct From Our Store,
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Bloomfield Women To
Hear Mrs. Bronson

JOR THE

••

'114CM
by 1. Alex

Thg Women of Bloomfield Baptist church are bringing to Memphis, Sunday, June 2 at 3 p.m.
Mrs. Edna B. Bronson, if Nashville.
Mrs. Bronson is widely known
throughout the National Baptist
Convention. She is editor of the
Star of llops• and director of alis•
sionery Education Sunday School
Publishing Board.

Wilson

EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Unfortunate Action And Reaction
It is unfortunate that some of certainly appears to be stretching
our men in the armed services a point to kill a man about same,
are very poor "ambassadors" of even if he is advancing (as claim.
goodwill while assigned to foreign ed in reports) with a STICK on
installation!,
one with a gun.
In making that statement this The whole thing smells too much
writer is not speaking from hear- of contempt for a person of mi.
say nor guessing. While in the nority status, evidence aplenty of
Far East several years ago as a same in the U. S.
war correspondent, I saw Amen- The unfortunate action of t h e
ran whites display arrogance and sergeant has nullified millions of
contempt for the native born.
dollars worth of goodwill and givIn Korea, I repeatedly heard en the Communist another weapon
farmers say: "All I want is Amer. to counter our expensive propsman soldiers go home." Such corn- ganda program.
ment was made despite the fact Rep. Walter Judd (Rep. MInn.) 1
that our soldiers were fighting and knew whereof .he spoke, when he
dying to break the yoke of the said: The rioting was an indicaNorth Korean Reds on the }Core- Lion of the hostility which has developed in many countries as a reans below the 38th Parallel.
That same arrogance and con- sult of the conduct of American
tempt was reflected in Taipei, forces while off duty.
But it may do some good if
Formosa recently when Sgt. Robert R. Reynolds, of Colon, Md., it will teach our personnel scatshot a peeping tom Chinese to tered throughout the world a lesdeath. A U. S. court martial found son about how to conduct themthe sergeant innocent. The widow selves in these foreign lands."
of the slain Chinese started parad- He indicated that the outburst
Ing with a sign and that touched appeared at least to suggest a reoff violent mob action, resulting in sentment against the presence in
the Formosan capital of thousands
damage to the U. S. embassy
and of American official personnel
Injury to several Americans.
with their hundreds of homes,
We don't condone the degrad- their
personal and official autoleg act of peeping at women, re- mobiles and
their generally high
gardless of who is involved. But It standard of living.
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Recently a race riot was narrow- son's action retold "we
are our
ly averted in Japan between white brother's keeper."
There appears
and Negro servicemen, all trace. to be one pertinent
fact about
able to the fact that some whites the action of Mr.
Woodson. He
do not like the liberality among didn't have to leave his
job, go
some Japanese toward Negroes. home, talk to his wife
about the
Be that as it may, there is a big- case then voluntarily go
to and
ger issue: Whether this country of enter the dangerous
well, WHEN
ours is going to spend billions THERE WERE
MANY OTHERS
to halt the spread of the Red PRESENT OF
THE CHILD'S
ideology, and let our own service- OWN COLOR TO PERFORM
THE
men stupidly diminish the value MISSION OF
MERCY.
of the American taxpayer's investIf Mr. Woodson hadn't felt that
ment.
his neighbors accepted him as a
We are proud of the role Sam man it is reasonable to
believe
Woodson played recently in the that he would have reached
the
rescue of seven-year-old Benjamin conclusion that "they
don't want
Hooper, jr., from a 24-foot well me meddling in their
problem,"
in Manorville, N. Y. Maybe Wood- regardless of how
the spirit
prodded him. A community can
and does set up such attitudes.
That apparently is not true of
Manorville, N. Y.

TYPEWRITER
SALE

In

Time For Graduation

PORTABLE
(Reconditioned)

TYPEWRITERS

$3950

•

(guaranteed for one year

Royal Standard
(Reconditioned)
Office Size
Typewriters

$9850
With
MARK meg.,,
and touch control
lone year guarantee

Take One Year To

illiM••••1

•

Pay

COOPER OFFICE
EQUIPMENT, Inc.
95 SO. SECOND
PH. JA. 6-3227

'Morehouse To
Graduate 90
The 90th annual commencement
of Morehouse college will be held
Tuesday, June 4, and the speaker
will be Dr. Frank Graham, United
Nations Mediator to Pakistan.
Dr. Graham was for a number
of years president of the University of North Carolina, and he has
served as U.S. Senator from North
Carolina. He is an outstanding
champion of human rights.
Ninety-one men are candidates
for the bachelor's degree at the
90-year-old liberal arts college for
men, according to the dean of
the college.

A BIG CHARITY PROGRAM
In behalf of the Bernice Har•
ris Fund was held at the Mt.
Olive Baptist chur ch in
Orange Mound, last Wednesday night with the Tidied
Singing Union as sponsor. The
program raised $36.30 for the
fund, which has now reached
$140 since started by the Tri•
State Defender. The fund is
continuing in the Defender, as
long as donations come in, until enough money has been
raised to cover the cost of the
blood used by Mrs. Harris.
This was $230. Mrs. Ilarris, of
Foote, Miss., is the woman
who was brought to Jo hn
Gaston hospital with a bullet

Lester PTA Holds Tea

Words of the Wise

June 10 - August 2

REGISTRATION

et

promptly so that processing may be completed
before June 10.
The load for full-time students in the Summer Session is nine hours. ONLY THOSE STUDENTS WHO HOLD SATISFACTORY ACADEMIC RECORDS (1.5 or above) for the regular
year may take the full time load,

TUITION AND FEES
Full-time tuition for the Summer Session is General Fee is $10.00 and the Student Activity
565.00. Tuition for part-time programs or less is $3.00. Course and special privilege fees are
than nine hours is $8.00 per semester hour. The the same as shown in the Catalog.
The TIME SCHEDULE FOR CLASSES WILL BE AS FOLLOWS
MORNING CLASSES
7:30 - 8:45
8:55 - 10:10
10:20 • 11:10

EVENING CLASSES
5:30 • 6:45
6:55 • 8:10
8:20 - 9:35

THE COLLEGE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ADD OR CANCEL CLASSES IN KEPEING
WITH REGISTRATION RESULTS.

WORKSHOP IN LEATHERCRAFT
June 17 - july26
Workshop is open to all interested individuals
whether regular students or not. There is a fee
of $15.00 for adults and college students and

•

By ELIZABETH A. LA

The students at Booker T.
ington held an unusighl
spirational service W.tnesdf1isi
past National Honor :society memShe was co-worker with the late
bers wore black robes with green
Mrs. J. C. Mapp, vice president
and gold stoles, dark suits and
of the Woman's Auxiliary of the
sat in the formation N and. H.
National Baptist Convention durClarence Boyle was the master
ieg the selling of bends to pay
of ceremonies. The audience stood
for the S. S. Publishing Board.
and sang the National Anthem. Decation was led by Gloria St. Chin
She formerly worked for t h e
They stood and sang "Whet- A
Foreign Mission Board before beFriend We Have In Jesus". The
coming associated with the S. S.
wonderful Senior Glee club, "inPublishing Board,
MRS. EDNA B. BRONSON
der the direction of Prof. Pender,
sang two selections during t h•
service. Josephine Isabel read a
history of the society.
-My Task", was sung by lisIgtry
n, Nicholson and Bennie Jenkins. The
four cardinal principles weierprosented by the following:
June promises to be an ideal Agriculture's Food Distribution Di.
•
Christine Tanner, Character;
month for Memphis and Mid-South sision.
LaVerne McDaniel, Leadership;
homemakers to feature milk and
The month will see milk produceother dairy products in family tien reaching its seasonal peak and Gayther Myers, Scholarship and
Leon Foster, Service.
meals whether served indoors or the Department lists milk and
New members were presented by
otudoors, according to Leo W. other dairy products at the top of Clarence Boyle and given t Is a
Smith of the U. S. Department of the Plentiful Foods List for June. pledge by the president, who also
In addition to fluid milk, various
introduced the speaker of t h •
(hairy products such as cheese, ice
hour.
cream, sherbet, butter, evaporatThe speaker was Rev. A. Mced milk, and nonfat dry milk will
be in generous simply, Smith re- Ewen Williams who administered
the oath to those to be inducted.
ports.
l'rof. Hunt presented eighteen
OTHERS ON LIST
Among the other foods on US- "Who's Who" certificates to ,
DA's plentiful list for June are: representatives from BTW in the
beef, turkey, - eggs, frozen and national group. Awards were also
fresh strawberries, potatoes, can- given to "Our Times" scholarship
ned freestone peaches, Canned winners: Josephine Isabel, Frank
purple' plums, peanuts and peanut Cole, Gayther Myers and Annie
batter, halibut and vegetable fats M. Watkins, The president preaented to the school an A. Macao
and silo.
Strawberries are expected to be Walker Honor Society plaque.
Mrs. A. McEwen Williams is the
plentiful on June markets in view
of the increased acreage this year sponsor.
for the spring crop. At the same
The program was closed with
time, food stores will have liberal our "Alma Mater" and remarks
supplies of frozen strawberries by the principal.
from last year's heavy pack.
EGGS, TURKEYS
Supplies of high-quality beef are
expected to continue liberal in
RETURNED FROM LAS VE• June, especially since marketings
GAS VISIT — Miss Ethel J. of fed-cattle usually reach their
Cherry, daughter of Mr. and
peak in this month. Tne number
Mrs. Odell Cherry, returned
of cattle on feed in 13 major feedA, Bland, principal of Lester
home Saturday week from a
ing states on April 1 was 4 percent
Junior High school announced last
lovely trip in Las Vegas, Nev. larger than a year earlier.
week that the following are honor
where she visited her cous•
With heavy new-crop marketings.
students of the year at his school.
ins, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
and cold storage stocks still large.
Hamilton, former Memphiars
Tenth grade: R. B. Jackson and
June markets will be well supplied
for 10 days. Miss Cherry
with turkeys, USDA reports. Egg Bertha Shields; ninth grade, Sanalso visited in Kansas City.
production has been at a high dra Durrett, Thelma Rhodes, Mary
level this year, and June produc• Hampton, and Hickman Johnson;
The sale of Brazillian coffee tic. lion is expected to he the same eighth grade, Annie Blakernore
counts for more than 57 percent as a year ago, or possibly some- and Mary Alice Bland, and seventh
of the total annual export market. what larger.
grade, Louise Moore.

Christianaires larewsteraires.
the Well Spiritual Singers, all
of which are members of the
Union except the Brewster.
sires. Mrs. Elnora Rathers did
a reading and Mrs. Hicks a
solo. Included in 36.30 were
donations lapin the Cooperative
Floral club headed by Mrs.
L. Joyner and the One I. i n k
club. The program by the
United Sing Union, located at
637 N. Second, was the first
program given on behalf of the
fund. All the other money has
c ome through donations.
Union officials expressed their
appreciation to the supporters
and well wishers.

Lester Honor
Students Of'51

TECHNICAL and PROFESSIONAL COLLEGE

The Third Annual Summer Session of eight deficiencies, to accelerate their college program
weeks affords opportunity for students to earn or for general cultural purposes.
additional credits toward graduation, to make up

••

Honor Societyi.
Inducts At
Booker T.

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE

The Lester auditorium was fillPTA held its first annual open
and tea Sunday. May 19
• house
from 2 to 4 p.m. with Meg. R.
D. Pegues, general chairman, and
Art is a jealous mistress, and
Mrs. Carrie M. Hunter, co-chairif a man has a genius foe
man.
painting, poetry, music, archiDecorations were in keeping with
tecture or philosophy, he
the school colors, green and white.
makes a bad husband and an
The school flower, white carnaUl provider.
—(Emerson)
tion, was seen admist plenty of
greenery. A unique centerpiece,

Registration will be held Monday, June 10.
Classes and late registration begin on Tuesday.
June 11. Last day for registration or change of
program Monday. June 17. Students who have
not been granted admission to the College should
complete the regular Application for Admission

In her heart. Mrs. Lillian
Wailer& center in upper ple•
lure, spearheaded the program. She is program manager for the union. To her left is
Rev. J. V. Collier, asst, pastor
of Mt. Olive Baptist church,
and on her right is J. W. Porter, who served as master of
ceremonies for the program.
Will Rodgers is president of
the Union, Andrew Kelley is
general manager, and L. Neal
Is secretary. So m e of the
groups which took part in the
program are seen in lo we r
photo. They included the
Spiritual Pilgrims, Majestic
Sof t Singers, Campbellaires,

the youngsters to see them. I don't
particularly feel like visiting them,
but I would like to do the right
thing. 13. B.
Dear B. B.
By taking the children to Zee
their grandparents and other relatives, you might awaken in your
in-laws a feeling of responsibility
toward the tots. In all fairness
give them a chance to redeem
themselves: if they continue to
show indiffelence to the welfare
— igy CARLOTTA STIWART—
of your family, it is easy enough
when errors begin to damage the to stay away from them,
Musing:
Do you have a sense of humor? personality or destroy happiness.
ft is said of a socially metro A person who takes life too seperson that he does not take life riously looks at errors only in
too seriously. Perhaps this means relation to himself in the present;
that he is able to see things in a person who has a sense of him
their true light by standing apart mor looks at errors in relation to
from himself and looking at them his whole life and in relation to
everything he knows. Do y o
as a scientist would
A great deal can be said abo-ut have a sense of humor?
a sense of humor, It does not
Dear Carlotta:
consist simply in laughing at jokes
I am 22, a widow with three
or telling funny stories. It must
'small children. My husband's peobe a philosophy of life that helps
never helped me With
one to understand life in such a ple have
way as to take off the bitterness them, yet they expect me to bring
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June Is Dairy Month-,
Values For Homemaker

OWEN COLLEGE
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., June 1, 19$7

$7.50 for students over 12. The classes will be
held from 6-8 p.m. and from 8-10 p.m. on Tuesday
nights. Roy L. Davis, Instructor.

The Tennessee Baptist Youth Encampment
will Be Held july 15 - 19

depicting the unify of the parent,
teacher, school and child, w a s
used to round out the table decoration.
The PTA officers and teachers
were identified with a corsage of
the school flower and colors. The
motto, "Moulding Minds for Future Growth and Service" formed the background in huge, glittering letters.
The Lester auditorium was fill
ed to its capacity as an appreciative audience listened to musical selections by various clubs and
organizations of the school. Guests
on the program included students
from Lester High school who rendered vocal and instrumental selections.
During the program a beautiful corsage was presented to
Miss Bernice Trotter of 2-6 and
3-6 classes who contributed the
largest amount financially to the
affair.
The program was closed by remarks by the principal, Mrs. Eddie 0. Rodgers, Who stressed the
importance of parents and teachers working together to obtain
the best educatIonal advantages
for our children.
After the program visiting parents and friends were served,
cookies, frappe compliments of the
Pet Milk company — and nuts,
and allowed to browse around the
beautifully decorateed c las srooms.
On display were many samples
of the work and activities that
the pupils have engaged in during
the school year. Visitors praised
the progress made by the students.
Proceeds from the tea will be
used toward the furnishing of a library for the school.
Mrs. Emma Trotter, PTA president. and Mrs. Pegues and Mrs. 1
Rodgers thanked the many patrons
and friends who helped make the
affair a success.

CLASSFIELD ADS
COLORED MAIDS
iganerleticed - LI.. In nice homer, New
York & Miami $35 to 855 5en5 free
room At board TranstworUltion arranged
by Greyhound 13u‘ Agent or write Meer.
1St. Is Cain at • N W.. Atlanta 3, 01,

SUMMER SESSION
2 TERMS - 10 WEEKS
JUNE 10 - JULY 13
JULY 15 - AUGUST 17
Master's Degree
In Agriculture, Chemistry, Education and Home Economics
D.V.M. Degree in Veterinarian of Medicine
Graduate Certification in Hospital Dietetics

Bachelor's Degree
In Commercial Dietetics
Institute Management
Education
Mechanical Industries
Electrical Engineering
Nursing
Physical Education
Diplomas and Certificates in Trade Vocational and Rehabilitation Courses
REGISTRATION 1957-1958
1st Semester — Sept. 16
2nd Semester — Jan. 27
Reserve Officers Training Corps Army and Air Force
Carver Foundation Research Fellowship Scholarship — Self•Help Available
LUTHER H. FOSTER, President
For Further Information Write,

THE REGISTRAR
Tuskegee Institute, Ala.
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111-STATE DEFENDER
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xie To Increase Ban
n Sepians In Pictures
Asia and Africa, Negro actors and
racial pictures tend to be big office hits. Variety said that the Negro audience in the U. S. has
shown that it welcomes movies
with racial themes and mixed
casts. It added that moat Negroes
are indifferent to all-Negro productions.
A new type of integration battle
is festering in South Carolina, with
thniodshrdlu utnu fon kagynpla
theatre owners sitting on the powder keg.
After a bill banning the 20thFox feature "Island in the Sun"—
a story of racial integration on a
mythical island—was introduced
tvi
in the State Legislature, theaire
el Gentny, president of t h e
full human dignity thru first
owners were "advised" not to exTHE YOUNG ADULTS of
Young Adults and fifth from
class citieznship, and gave an
hibit the release.
Centenary Methodist church
left, Miss Charlesteen
analysis of local conditions and
While legislative action is pend- sponsored their second in a sechairman of activities, Rev. D.
suggestions tor improvement.
voeingith, now is the timef rouon
ries of monthly forums last
M. Grisham, Centenary minA lively question and answer
ing, the Theatre Owners of North
Wednesday evening at t h
ister, and extreme right standperiod followed the address.
and South Carolina Inc. issued a
church with L. Alex Wilson,
ing, Samuel R. Brown. Among
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, execustatement recommending members editor and general manager
those seated is Felton J. Earls,
tive secretary of the Memphis
owners and operators forego the of the Tri-State Defender, as
regioeal distribution and routUrban League will be the next
picture.
guest speaker, Mr. Wilson ading officer in the postal office
speaker. Shown are some of
Film stars Joan Fontaine and
dressed the group on the subof the Regional Transportation
Worthington Harry Belafonte.
including Rev. J.
present
those
John
Mayor
ArisHas
from
Negro
city
New
"A
PAYNE
ject:
L
ETHEL
Hy
ll
manager in Memphis. T h e
W. Golden, Mr. Wilson, Rev.
11 and a new Bible on behalf of
en in the 3outh". He cited exspeaker for the occasion was
R. W. Norsworthy. Standing in
I WASHINGTON — A young Jer- Governor Theodore McKeldin, who
amples of the widespread spirlate Conception church iii
ELIZABETH ANN Y 1 N G,
introduced by well known civrear, extreme left, Miss Jew•
hey City (N.J.) minister, who was away in Europe.
ClarkSdale, Miss., on May 12.
it among Negroes to obtain
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B.
ic leader, J. A. Beauchamp.
demonstrated his belief in racial NEW RAINCOAT
Rev. L. M. Hoeffler is church
T. Ying, made her First Holy
listenwho
students
.equality by walking 233 miles, has
At Lincoln.
minister.
Communion at the Immacu•
of
bishop
the
by
him
presented
discredited
lecture
him
to
ed
been
of Chad Bridges who came to the
with a new raincoat. On his way
)tis jurisdiction.
lieutenant's aid during the melthat Evans was in another part of
Rev. Milton Perry, who made to Trenton, a heavy rainstorm
ee.
his
the s00111 when the violence oc- WASHINGTON—(INS) — T h•
soaked
and
to
up
foot
come
on
had
pilgrimage
recent
the
Three men, including outspoken curred.
House Interior committee yesterWashington, plans to appeal the clothes and the Bible he was carryas-,
of
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (INS) repairman, was acquitted
segregationist Asa (Ace) Carrobed-meeting's gun • play day approved the Alaska Stateruling to the highest councils ct ing; but he turned down sympaA militant Ku Klux Klaner was sault with intent to murder grow- ter, alleged Klan leader, Louis The
obTillery said, when he
thetic offers of lifts.
hood bill, 24 to 6, after killing
the Church of God in Christ.
free Saturday on charges of shoot- ing out of a wild gun battle dim Curry and Harold McBride, also began.
what he believed was an a provision for a separate stateWhen he got to Ellaidge, Md.,
,I When he was three years old,
WILMETTE, Ill. — Race Amity ing a fellow Klansman, but prep- ing a Birmingham Klan meeting await trial on the two shooting jected to
little Milton Perry was preaching he says the "ugliest incident" of Day as an annual national obser- arations were being made to try
unfair "one man rule" by Carter hood referendum.
cha rges.
Jan. 22.
The measure now goes to the
sermons in his baby prattle to the his journey occurred. He stopped vance has been inaugurated by
Ace has denied being at the meetmemanother
wounding
for
him
testihad
witnesses
Prosecution
apKlan
stand,
shooting
refreshment
House Rules committee for clearlie is cleared of
&flighted amusement of the neigh- at a little
the National Spiritual Assembly
the
of
member
a
being
or
but
ing
shot
Tillery,
that
Evans
fied
Dog
but
"The
ber.
ance
Tillery,
and then to the House floor
P.
named
James
propriately
lieutenant
borhood in the Bronx.
of the Baha'is of the United States
for debate.
Ira N Evans, 32-year-old auto must face trial for the wounding defense witnesses told the court Klan,
I His mother was a staunch mem- House" and asked for a malted for the "promotion of higher stanbet of the Pentecostal faith and milk.
dards of inter-racial relationship."
The proprietor looked at him and
listening to the Bible and going
To be observed each year on
"No,
straw"Chocolate?"
asked
of
part
a
literally
Ur -church was
the second Sunday in June, Race
the!
When
reply.
the
was
berry,"
family.
the
of
living
daily
the
Amity Day will this year, on June
man finished it, he went to put a! 9, call for special activity in all
CHILD PREACHER
I When he was 10, Milton tried cap on the container. Young Perry 1,500 localities in the nation where
wanted to
Out sermons on his playmates in informed him that he
Baha'is now reside.
the
Harlem where the Perry's had drink it there, whereupon
Although problems of race have
began
incensed,
moved, but he was laughed at so owner became
long been with America, they have
;
to
threatened
and
him
that he was almost shamed out of cursing
now become dangerously acute
expressing his natural spiritual in- strike him.
and complex, the Assembly assertTROOPERS
CALLS
elinations.
ed in its initiatory statement.
Perry left and walked down the "What is of vital concern for the
1 At 13, a friend one day said be
call-,
and
booth
a
to
telephone
road
Spansome
*anted hi mto speak to
well-being of one segment of the
in
human race is now of vital conish people in the Bronx. Shyness ed Pilgrimage ' headquarters
state
alerted
They
Washington.
to
started
he
and
him
Overcame
cern for all. Inter-racial relationWithdraw, but he went on to preach troopers who came speeding by ships today are no longer a mathis first sermon to 400 people and with sirens screaming before he ter of domestic concern, but have
could leave the telephone. He become of much consequence in
he's been continuing since.
Yonng Perry was ordained In thought they were after him; but distant lands."
"We see no way for the solution
the Church of God In Christ fol- instead, they had come to protect
done. Separate halves of shortJack Sprat's old fashioned ,shortening well, add milk all
Yes Madame,
lowing his graduation from high him and escort him to his stopping of our own nation's problem, or
town.
in
cakes and spread with softened
place
at once and stir until soft dough
short cakes
even for the establishment of
echool.
The little minister's last over- abiding world peace until there is
butter. Put together with cream
I On Sunday, May 12, he finished
Before fresh ripe red strawis formed. Turn out on lightly
3 cups sifted Jack Sprat Flour
Isis services at the Deliverance night stop was at Laurel, hid., recognition of the unity of the hu- berries do their swan song we
and berries between halves and
floured board and knead well.
3 1.2 teaspoon sugar
home
of
J.,
the
at
N.
he
motivatrested
where
man race, and spiritually
Temple in Jersey City,
on top. Make about 8 short
must
serve
Grandmother's
Roll 1-4 inch thick, cut with
1 cup milk
donned a pair of hiking boots and the Rev. Joseph Hawkins, who pas- ed actions growing out of this recakes.
pride and joy • juicy sweet red
set
churchfloured 3 inch biscuit cutter.
clothing,
small
Methodist
2 quarts fresh berries sliced
two
tors
the Assembly continminister's
cognition,"
his
*till in
Dad and the small-fry will
Out with a Bible under his arm es, St. Marks and Queen's Chapel. ued. "If we are to follow a bold, strawberries and whipped
Place on ungreased baking
and sweetened.
Reverend Hawkins mother told re- decisive, sincere and wise course, cream between
en a unique journey.
ask for a repeat performance.
lusciously sheet, brush with melted but1
salt
teaspoon
I :He was walking to the Prayer porters who came to interview we must first cleanse hearts, our
light biscuit shortcakes made
ter. Top with remaining cut1-2 cup shortening
Pilgrimage For Freedom gather- him that she never saw anybody own included, of prejudice and
Bye for now,
with Jack Sprat enriched wheat
outs. Bake in oven 450 degrees
1 cup heavy cream, whipped
ing in Washington, some 223 miles more tired in her life than that racial animosity which are so conaway and he intended to make it "poor child", but she said he was trary to the will of God.''
Jana Porter
flour.
Sift dry ingredients, cut in
F. for 15 minutes, or until
so enthusiastic that it Will conThe first race amity convention
solely by foot.
racbetween the colored and white
The idea to walk to Washington tagious.
The Hawkins family is some- , es held in this country and prowas inspired by the bus boycott in
JANA C. PORTIA
lives
'
minister
The
itself.
in
Perry
thing
bably in the world was sponsored
Montgomery, Ala. Young
D.C.,
with
his
in
to
of
churches
Washington,
one
Baha'is
to
something
by
next
do
to
wanted
laid he
help dramatize the pilgrimage. He his mother and his small son. in May, 1921. For three days the
thought first of organizing a mo- He's had crosses burned on his meeting attracted the attention
torcade. Then the idea of Christ lawn for speaking out very strong- and participation of social leaders,
and Moses walking and talking ly against separate schools, but statesmen, educational leaders,
Came to him as something to emu- his mother says. "Let them burn business men, artists and musiall the crosses they want. We'll cians of both races.
late.
There has been a continual evo' His young wife was reluctant to sweep them up the next morning."
'Milton," she called up the lution of inter-racial activity
See him undertake the long jourPerry
Reverend
throughout Baha'i communities
ney, although she was in sympa- stairs where the
to
tly with the pilgrimage. The 21. was resting. "Is you dead"? A since that time and adherence
year-old, five foot clergyman who few minutes later, a very much a policy of no racial separation
doesn't have a trace of hair on alive, but tired little minister within all Baha'i groups. One of
is face and looks no more than stumbled down the stairs in a the purposes of the present TenSpiritual Crua boyish 12, is struggling with a borrowed robe and house slippers Year, world-wide
are engaged
lima]] congregation of 200 in a and talked with enthusiam about sade in which Baha'is
is the promotion of inter-racial
einirch building that seats 2,800 his undertaking.
"The Negro isn't interested in amity. "The oneness of mankind
Still, he felt he must make the
Communism, fascism, or any other in all its implications of reliOcrifice.
kind of ism," he declared. "We gious and racial unity is the pivot
SOOTS TOO BIG
want our freedom and we want it around which the teachings of the
much
were
on
had
• The boots he
Baha'i World Faith revolve," the
now".
Soo big for his size six feet and
He had been due to stop in Col- Assembly explained.
on he had blisters the size of
lege Park, Md., at the University
quarters on his soles. His first
but the old excuse of
Sop was at New Brunswick, N.J. of Maryland,
available
no
accommodations
Where some of the faculty of RutT.
WILBERFORCE, Ohio —
that out, adding to his
Secs university met him and put canceled
day's final schedule. Some Charles H. Wesley, president Of
next
tin) up for the night, and a chiroto Central State College announced
ipadist bandaged his sore feet. Next faculty members sympathetic
hard to last week that more than 140 seatried
very
cause,
the
torning early, he was up and
(make some arrangements but ms will graduate on June 9.
walking.
The president of Great Lakes
were unsuccessful.
When he reached Trenton that
college, Detroit, Dr. Clayton J.
REACHES GOAL
evening, instead of going to bed
So with 29 miles on the last lap Ettinger will address the seniors'
gs had been arranged for, he walkyoung Perry got
ed around the town and gathered of the journey,
ap 1,000 people and held a reli- up at 4 a.m. and started out. At
10:30 he crossed the district line
toils service on a vacant lot,
.Walking in the clay and resting where photographers and report6)t night, he made stops at Lincoln ers were waiting. Finally, he made
about 1.30
University in Pennsylvania; in it to the monument
of the rally.
where he visited the p.m. in the middle
Liberty Bell; and Bel Air, Md., He got a triumphant ovation and
w lifted onto a chair to make a
there he received the keys to the was
few remarks. "Thank God. I made
it". he said as he collapsed from
fatigue.
•
The little minister's fortitude
him forthrightness have brought
him trouble within his own denomination. For speaking up on
civil rights, he and his flock have
been "put out of fellowship" by
the overseer of his jurisdiction,
Bishop Wells, who objects to open
advocacy of what he terms controversial issues.
Young Rev. Perry plane to carYes—A-too kills Lice,Crabs,
and their eggs in one treatry his appeal for re-instatement
ment. A-200 works fast and
to the church council at Memphis,
awe—but won't irritate your
Tenn. The national body of the
skin, won't stain your
Church of God in Christ, he gays
clothe*. A-200 smells good—
sanctions the civil rights struggle
I and it washes right out, like
a shampoo.
and the NAACP so the bishop was
would like to appear just contact IVIDIA for an midiCOOPER OFFICE
a chance to appear before the citizens of the mid
JUST LOVED 1T—This fine looking group of students
Go to your drug store toacting on his own authority. One
Lion
any time. Big Star feels that from the umber
over
CO.
Saturday
every
Is
EQUIPMENT
broadcast
program
The
south.
en. day for 4-too!
and
recently
show
Radio
Star
Big
on
appeared
thing is certain. On May 27, 1957.
the
promising young folk who appear on the show wit
of
is
Williams
C.
A.
WDIA.
Genial
station
is
Radio
star
Rig
St.
occasion.
Second
the
S.
every
of
95
joyed
awn
made
moment
his
Perry
young Milton
: 1-1011 OMER...by Seatted
come many outstanding entertainers of Tomorrow.
master of ceremonies. If you or any talented group
presenting the show to give talented young people
history in the 'Big Walk For
Ph. 6.3227
Freedom."

I '14EW YORK — (ANP) — Motion pictures portraying racial injustices to Negroes or presenting
them in a favorable light, are being sharply censored and curbed
In the South according to Ernest
'G. Stellings, president of the Theatre Owners of America.
fitellings was quoted in Variety
pablications as saying that Southern exhibitors regularly cut
scenes out of films showing Ne-

gro actors. He said Lena Horne
was an example of Negro movie
star usually cut out of films -oefore they are shown in the South.
Meanwhile, the Variety article
stated that Hollywood producers
are inclined to risk losing t h a
South's 20 per ceni of the domestic
movie market in order to produce
pictures that will make money in
the North and abroad.
The article stated that in Europe
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ilere at John Gaston Hospital
Dowel!, 880 Georgia.
derson, Jr. to Mr. and M r s.
MAY IS. 1957
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Henry George W. Anderson. 1464 N. DeA awl. liobert Earl Washington, 0. Couch, 418 Wellington.
catur.
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Washing.
A son, Lawrence Wilson. to Mr.
A daughter, Linda Louise Tate,
tun, 682 S. Orleans.
and Mts. Joe H. Wilson, 398 Lau io Mr and Mrs. Gee B. Tate. 354
A daughter, Lynda Marie Seals, derdale.
to Mr. and Mrs George Seals
A son, Calvin Lewis Maxwell, A daughter, Patricia Ann Mc- 1
1103 Walk pl.
to Mr. and Mrs. Scott Maxwell. 277
well, to Mr. and Mrs. be Ste
A son, William :Michael Boyd. W. California.
°well, 832 Woods.
to Mr. and Mr, NIcKinney Boys MAY 21, 1957
A daughter, F.linor Sarah Jack 577 Handy Mall
A daughter, Elizabeth Johnson. sin, to Mr. and Sirs. Wiliam
A son, Shederick LaCartus Boy- to Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson, J ckson, 1740 Riverside.
land. to Mr. and Mrs Theodore 1595 Carpenter.
son, Prentiss Charles CoppBoylvd, 604 S. Orleans
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Percy a
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
A son. Charles Randy Porter, to L. Washington, 2385 Saratoga.
Cotpage, 633 N. Third.
Mr. and Mrs Booker T Porter
A son, Vernon Vinao, to Mr. MAY 25. 1007
1468 Raven
and Mrs. Walter Vinson. 601 CorA daughter. Mary Lee Liggins,
A son. 1.1w d llobecr McNeal, to rine.
, to Mr. and Mrs. Otis E. Liggins,
ionel John P. Hoe ton. litiarter•
SUS TA INEDSUPERIOR
'Mr and Mrs. Inc McNeal, 712 St.
A son. Horace Macklin. to Mr. 1192 Argyle.
master Supple Officer at the
Worn Performance Award to.
Paul. :
a
AnvderM
yrs. Sylvester L. Macklin, 392
A son. Cody Brown, to Mr. and
Army's Memphis General Degether with a $200 check is
A son. Carl Anthony Webb, to
Mrs. Cody Brown, 2238 Curry.
pot. Sir. Flagg i:ereis eel the
presented George B. Flagg, of
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lee Webb, A son, Larry Mon. to Mr. and
Twin son and daughter, Anthoass aid or the excellence of his
1092 Capital. by Lieutenant co.
Mrs. Frank Mon, 896 N. Main.
1871 Keltner
ny Leroy and Annette Leona
A daughter, Yolanda Denise Banks, to Mr. and Mrs. James
MAY 9, 11157
A daughter, Carla Denise Clay. Spencer, to, Mr. and Mrs. Mack Banks, .1135 University.
A son, James Arthur Wright.
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry My. Spencer, 3029 Shannon.
A son, Lester Lee Taylor, jr. jr. to Mr. and Mrp. J a in e s
ton, 398 S. Lauderdale.
A son. Rickie Renee Dodson, f; to 5Ir. and Mrs. Lester Taylor. Wright, 1623 S. Orleans.
' A daughter. Ruth Katherine
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Dodson. 1916 Blair Hunt dr,
MAY 22, 1957
Love. to Mr. and Mrs. William
727 S. Orleans.
A wet. wet hello to you from daughter, Katrina, and Mrs. LuA son, Johnny D. Johnson, to Love, 822 N. Main.
A daughter, Sharon Elaine Cox,
up this way. Yes. I really mean cille Nolan of Gary, Ind., roe viaA daughter, Constance Denise wet for we are having plenty of iting with Mr. and Mrs. same!
to Mr. and Mrs. James Cox, 580 Mr. and Mrs. Jerry M. Johnson
786 S. Third.
Nesbitt, to Mr. and Mrs. Claude rain, rain, rain. But we can taki2 Phillips.
Bowdrey.
A
son, Jimmy Louis Pearson, to Nesbitt, 1432 Locust.
it for others do. so can we.
A daughter. Judy Ann Hall. to
The cause for the visit is the
A daughter, Vicki Lyon Turner, Late spring cleaning has kept Lane college graduation at which
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hall, Ill Wel- Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt Pearson, 263
E.
Trigg.
to
circulating
Mr.
and
too
scribe
from
Mrs.
lington.
David L. Turner, your
Miss Dorothy Wynn. daughter of
A son, Ferome Smith, to T.I'r.1 1516 Orr.
much this week, therefore I have Mrs. Nolan will receive her deA son, Anthony Carl Oliver. to
very little news for you. Know- gree. The entire community is
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester W. Oh- and Mrs. James Smith, 715 Firestone.
ing that many will be disappoint' happy to know about this.
ver, 1966 Hubert.
A daughter. Shelia Renee Clay':
ed if you do not see your colMAY 20, 1957
• ••
Methodists
umn, I thought I had better get
A son, Anthony Scott. to Mr. and to Mr. and Mrs. James Clark
Into each life some rain must
6294 Church.
In this little bit.
Mrs. Jim A. Scott, 308 Scott.
fall and into the life of this comA daughter, Dianne Taylor. 1,,
A daughter, Janet Dar lene
Sunday last found a groin) frch munity has fallen the news of
Brown, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Taylor, 1110
here attending church at the Cum- the illness of one of our "MothKeel.
Brown, 1532 N. Second.
berland Presbyterian church in It , erg", Mrs. Adeline Exum. After
A son. Roy Lee Beasley. to Mr. A daughter, Renee Artison. to
therford to listen to a four-year. returning from a Mother's Day
Mr.
and
Mrs. John A. Artison,
and Mrs. Tommie W. Beasley, 641
TOLEDO, Ohio — Delegates to old lad preach. Some of those at- visit with her children in Chicago.
879 N. Second.
King rd.
the 88th session of the Lexington tending were Mr. and Mrs. Bob along with her daughter. Mrs. ParA daughter. Sheila Key. to Mr. A daughter. Sandra Jean Hinds, annual
conference of the Metho- Harris, Mrs. Bobbie Harris, Mr. lee Edmonds. of this city, Mrs.
,and Mrs. William H. Key. 253 N. to Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Hinds, dist
church, which met here re- and Mrs. Sylvester Burns, James Exum fell ill and has almost been
2077 Lowell.
Dunlap rd.
centlY, voted overwhelmingly in Harris, Johnnie Jamison. Eddie on the critical list. At her Bed.
A daughter, Dianna Richardson, MAY 23, 1937
favor' of changes in the church's Ball, Mrs. Mettle Ellington and side are all the out-of-town chilA son, Lee Vaughn Knox,. to
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Richarddren, Albert Exum. of Michigan
constitution designed to remove all Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Knox, 1647
son, 400 Pontotoc.
racial divisions within the denomThere were others, I am sure City. Ind.; Mrs. Algic Johnson.
A son, Leon Tate, to Mr. and Hollywood.
ination.
'but their names have not been Mrs. Bertha Joy and Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Nathaniel Tate, 3549 Lamar. A daughter, Mary Etta Harvey,
McLaughlin, all of Chicago. and
The ministerial and lay dele- found out by your scribe.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie M. HarA son, Anthony DeWayne Jones,
gates from seven states making
Mrs. Alfred O'Dantel was the Mrs. Novella Tansil, of Rockford,
vey, 402 Lucy.
to Mr. and Mrs. Wardell Jones,
up the conference voted 140 to 5 winning queen in the financial
A daughter, Elaine Young, to
1337 Kennedy. .
Percy Tansil, James Robert Edto endorse the amendments, pro- drive. The Missionary societies of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young, 850
posed last year at the quadren- the churches of the city visited monds and Mrs. Bertha Dennis,
A daughter, Shelia Yvonne ErPorter,
nial General Conference of The with the Beech Grove Rutherford of Rockford, visited in the home
ving, to Mr. and Mrs. Zack ErvA daughter, Loretta Vernice Ste- Methodist Church,
ing, OM LeMoyne dr.
Missionary Society Thursday night of Mts. Parlee Edmonds and Guy
venson,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Exum last week.
A son, Irby FlOyd Hitchings, ir
Primarily, the aim of the amend- 'of this week.
to Mr. and Mrs. Irby F..Hitchings, H. Stevenson, 577 E. Georgia.
Another that remains on our
ments is to abolish the Central
Jimmie Leroy Patterson. of ChiA son to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn (all Negro) Jurisdiction as one cago, is visiting his parents, Mr. sick list is Mrs. Ella 'vie, who is
742'Miss.
A daughter, Loietta McDowell, L. Baker, 3745 Priam
of the main governing bodies in and Mrs. Jimmie Patterson. Mr. improving slowly. Mrs. Lena
to Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel McA son, George Washington An. the Methodist structuna.
and Mrs. Alfred Hadley a n d Blake is still shut-in. Mr. and
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Vote Removal
.01 Race Bans

Vacation time has arrived, at ccdures to follow I. approaching
last, for many of us. Schools hero local committees to get wida e
closed their doors this week and range representation into Ark.*youngsters will have the time Of pas. Music was futnished by Libcoin High school choris, M Ian
their lives romping In the sun.
chrectregi.
Warren,
The Semper Fidells club recent- Charlene
ly sponsored its Annoal Orange Dr. L. A. Davis, president of A.
Sip at the beautiful home of Mr. M. & N. college, M. A_ Blakuly
and Mr. Vernon Cox, The dining and Dr. J. B. Jones of A116..s1 coltable was overlaid with an ecru lege, and other represent,rwee
lace cloth on a light green under- from state and local offices. Piur.
lay and centered with a lovely C. T. Cobb, principal of Lined&
spring bouquet. Guests received High, presided.
•••
cute little butterfly souvenirs,
friends
Registering guests were Mrs. W. Vluting his family and
S. Bond, Mrs. Edgar Barnett and recently was S-Sgt. Alpheus tipand Mrs. Alpheus
Miss Marilyn Williams: presiding ples, son of Mr.
Peoples, sr. Sgt. Peoples bas3tst
at the table were Mrs. J. C.
returned from Japan and is now
Burke, Mrs. W. S. Suggs and yours
on his way to U. S. Army Garritruly, at intervals. Other mem-1
work as a fork lift operator at
son, Camp Hanford. Washingtegf.
hers of the club are Mrs. Robert
the Aggiy installation. Sam
Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey likisges
Smith, president; 111 r s. S. 11.
Godwin, Deputy Chief of Storhad as their house guests.)1:onBanks, Mrs. Clyde Moore, Miss
a,:,.• and Materials Handling
ly, Mr. Hodges' sister, Mrs. earl
Charlene Warren, Mrs. C. T. Cobb,
section, was on hand for the
Sirs. B. C. Williams, Mrs. Chr- Payne, of Chicago, and his IWOer and wife, Mr. and Mrs,:iNniA.
Sirs. Henry Louis Ewell attended; ence Smith, Mrs. M. C. Jeffers, Hodges and grandchildren digit
Mrs.
Tommye
Blount,
Miss
Lucille
the funeral of her brother-in-law,
McCall, Mrs. J. W. West and Mrs. kegon, Mich. •••
•
Mr. Willis, last week, in Trenton.
W. L. Purifoy.
•••
Mrs.
A.
P.
Suggs,
prInglpal
of
•••
The young people presented a
Stewart Elementary school,' w a 0
The
Area
and
State
Resource
lovely program at the Methodist
pleasantly surprised on her birthchurch last Smutty night, with Committees on Industrial Develop- day with a party given by hè
Mrs. Carrie Ball as sponsor, and ment held a very Interesting synt- fourth grade class, Mrs. L. D. Bee.
Mrs. Carrie Harris as announcer. posium at Lincoln High school nett, teacher. The honoree reeeRs
The address to the youth WAS recently. The purpose of this meet- ed many lovely tokens. Hee has•
given by Mrs. Hollis Skinner Jor- ing.was to inform the Negro lead- band, W. S. Suggs, celebrated /1"
dan. and a very inspiring one it ership in the Forrest City Area of birthday the next day. M a try
was. John Etta Jamison and Lois the
accelerated
opportunities happy returns of the day to bed
Ann Wynn were the contest win- which it presents, and
to state pre. of them!
ners
E.. L. Wynn vase a business
visitor in Bradford this week. Mrs.
La pearl Burns has just returned
front Memphis where she attended a meeting of the Progressive
Beauticians of Tennessee.
Nathaniel Penn and R. L. Radford, of Trenton, were business
visitors in Dyer fills week.
Rev. and Mrs. B. E. Patterson and Mr. and Mrs. L. V.
Smith attended a funeral in Tigrett Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Nolan worshipped at the C. P.
church in Rutheerord Sunday.
Tommie D. Hooker has entered
the Armed Forces.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Watkins, of
Newborn, visited Mrs. Jennie
Brown this week. Miss Eva Barbee has returned from a visit
with her mother.
Again I am pleading to you. If
you have some news, be sure and
tell us about it for the next Issue.
So until then ADIOS, AMIGO.

14•

Get Approval
For Apt. Unitr

AIRMAN HERBERT L E F.
BUGGS, 22, son of E. Stiller,
of 921 S. Wellington st., is
completing the first phase of
hig basic military training at
the Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas,

Three dc'seopers received approval of apartment suits in M-3
light industrial :zones last wee/
provided they stack the units tote
two-story buildings rattier than ono
story—this to leave more play area
for children.
The provision was tagged onto
the requests by the Meinpliia
Board of Adjustment at suggestion
of architect A. L, Aydelott. new
board member.
Approved, on condition they are
two-story apartments:
—10 units on the north side of
Butler 190 feet west of Hernando.
—4 units on die ea,t side of
Texas, 447 feet north of South
Parkway W.
4 units on the south side of
Jessamine 315 fet.t east ot Lauderdale.
4

TENNESSEE A. & I. STATE UNIVERSITY
at NASHVILLE
EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
WHERE ACADEMIC EXCELENCE IS A PRIMARY GOAL
... this is YOUR University
... study is meaningful and enjoyable here

THE FACULTY and THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
The University has assembled a well-prepared teaching faculty of 202 members. Among these men and women are authors and research specialists —
authorities and experts in their fielals-48 of whom hold the doctorate. The faculty is being improved continuously to insure the best possible instruction and
guidance.
Instruction is offered in four schools—Graduate, Arts and Sciences, Education,
and Engineeering—and in five divisions—Agriculture; Business; Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation; Home Economics; Music and Fine Arts. To aid the
student in preparing for military service, air science training in the Air Force
Reserved Officers Training Corps is provided in the University's Detachment
No. 790.

CAMPUS LIVING
A 450-acre verdant tract of land prov'des the setting for Tennessee State's
plant which is valued at more than $12 million and is operated on a $3 million
annual budget. The central campus con sists of more than 30 permanent modern
buildings—five erected within the last seven years.
This year 2,812 students were enrolled for the Fall Quarter. Next year even
more students will find comfortable, enjoyable campus living available to them
in a homelike atmosphere designed to (viable them to do their best in the classroom. Two new dorms will open September 1, 1957; all others have been renovated and redecorated completely.

The out-of-class activities offered by the University include the musical organizations—University Choirs, Meistersingers, other choral groups, and the bands—
debating, intramural and intercollegiate sports; speech and drama, departmental clubs, and other organized activities.
In sports Tennessee State University has the distinction of holding national
championships in football, basketball (having recently made history in this sport),
and swimming; a record in men's track; national and international titles and records in women's track; and national titles in tennis.

JOB PLACEMENT
This is an important function of the Univ ersity. Its Placement Bureau helps special students, seniors, and alumni locate positions for which they are qualified;
offers follow-up and counselling services; and arranges interviews between
seniors and employers.
Students are also assisted in obtaining part-time employment.

EXPENSES
Al Tennessee Slate University, expenses are held to a minimum. Tuition is free
to a student whose residence is in Tennessee.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, WRITE:

The Director of Admissions

TENNESSEE A. & I.
STATE UNIVERSITY
Nashville 8, Tennessee

41.121111
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OWEN COLLEGE CLASS OF
I 1957 will graduate at corn
mencement exercises on the
lawn in front of Roger Will.

ems' hall Friday evening, May
31 at S pm. The commencement scheduled for 5 p.m and
not 4 p.m. as some earlier re-

ports stated. Sept. Ernest
Ball, of the Mewl/this Public
schools, will be the speaker.
Graduates, first row, left to

right, are: Velma Sias, Sadie
Pugh, Mrs. Lucile Thompson,
Evelyn Smith, Mary Moss,
Sylvia Bonds, Gene Crumby

and James Freeman. Second
row, same order: Mrs. Lillian
Watkins, Rev. Nelson Beasley,
Dorothy Anderson, Mrs. Sar-

ah Gray, W. A. Adkins, Rogers Pruitt, Ronald Foster, Earl
Harts and Marvin Pearson.
Back row: Helen Pugh Doro-

thy Dockery, Lee A. Mead,
Charles
Flossie Campbell,
Marshall Jr., Dover Crawford

Jr.. Tommie Winrey, Chester
Johnson and Marvell Woods
Jr.
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'Supreme Court Agrees
To Review NAACP fine

In a brief of opposition filed by assessed a fine of $10,000 with a
the gate on May 10, Alabama proviso that if it did not comply
WASHINGTON — The Supreme contends that it has power over within five days, the fine would
Court yesterday granted a review ''foreign corporations" even the be increased to $100,090.
of the petition of the NAACP power to ouster. The brief also
The larger fine was levied after
tong
against the state of Alabama to contended that a corporation may thelive day period when the astion
dissolve an injunction restricting not assert the privileges and im- sociation still refused to yield. The
wou
and
business
it from doing further
munities of its individual members. case was appealed to the State
can
a fine of $100,000 imposed on the BEGAN IN 1956
Supreme Court which denied the
duty
organiation for failure to produce
The history of the case began writ on August 13.
the
its records.
June 1, 1956 when John Patterson, In another case the U. S. high
The case is not expected to come the attorney general of Alabama, court also granted a review of the
a )
'
up until next year. This means filed a bill against the NAACP in appeal of Henry Winston and Gil
Mho
that for the time being all activi- the 15th Circuit Court of Mont- Green, convicted leaders of the
Communist party for extended senfailt
ties of the organization in Alabama %emery.
are halted and at the same time. This chatged that the associa- tences on contempt charges.
men
Green and Winston jumped bond
college In the lounge of Judson
state authorities are checked in tion had failed to file a certified
Chri
A SOCIAL GATHERING with
Cross.
Tougaloo
at
Trio
their war of attrition on the as- copy of its article, of incorpora- and went in hiding in 1951 when
the Reisman
Peze
• they were originally convicted of
tion as required by the state.
sociation.
A temporary injunction and re- conspiracy under the Smith Act
righ
straining order was requested to They did not surrender to begin
the
prevent the organization from serving their jail sentences until
,as t
maintaining any offices or chap- February and March, 1956, wherethe queen. For the students at
lion
ROYALTY AT RUST—Hometers. This was followed by a re- upon a Federal District Court judge
Rust this term it was an un.
coming at institutions of highquest for a permanent injunction gave them an additional sentence
1
forgettable affair. R u s t's
'corn
for
the
er learning ia a most memoir.
ouster
of
contempt.
years
of
three
and an order
whit
beautiful Homecoming Queen
able occasion. An outstanding
Green and Winston contend that
state.
man
and her very charming attend.
feature of the event is the
the extra sentence was in excess The American Civil Liberties tinued, to protect constitutional'right of trial by jury because of
TEMPORARY INJUNCTION
"no
ants are shown.
selection a n d crowning of
of
state!
prevent
to
abuse
seeking
that
by
rights
belief
The court granted the temporary of contempt action.
opposition
strong
its
its
Union has declared
the
injunction on June 1, 1956. Tile
to any amendment to civil rights officials from committing acts vi- government power can be limited
crat
is
It
law.
cTimminal
a
of
olative
association countered by filing a
would
a
require
which
legislation
by juries, which represent a
motion/to dissolve the temporary
jury trial or persons charged with far better for all concerned-includcross section of community sentiinjunction.
contempt of Federal court injunc- ing those officials—to enjoin these
views of a
On July 9, the state got a court
tions restraining interference with acts before they are committed ment rather than the
than to prosecute after the harm single judge. But, it continued.
order demanding that the NAACP
the right to vote.
has been done. The main point to after careful study it was conbring in all of its membership
The ACLU position, adopted unbe kept in mind is that the prolists with the names and addreasDirecof
Board
its
by
jury trial
animously
pan
aims simply at vinced that the present
es, a record of dues collected, all
by execu- posed legislation
public
made
was
tors,
contrivedjk
a
chiefly
is
tear
and
courage
Southern
argument
fleet
enforce—
effective
Ala.
(INS)
to
authorized
MONTGOMERY,
A Fre'
officers and persons
Murphy providing more
Patrick
director
tive
— The state of Alabama charged down the tact of Negro agitators
ment of voting and other constitu- obstruction to deefat the desperate-W
solicit memberships, all corresw the
Malin
yesterday that the Ku Klux Klan like the Rev. Martin Luther King
rights for all citizens."
pondence pertaining to Autherine
at t
ly-needed civil rights legislation.
The key sections in the propos- tional
Lucy and Polly Hudson and all
attempted to destroy all the Ne- and others of his ilk trying to
Ab
ed legislation authorize the Fed-, DUE PROCESS
"The current Congressiondl progro churches in Montgomery.
destroy the Southern way of life PVT. ALBERT GENE RULE, son records of property of the organtion
eral government to seek by the Persons charged with contempt posals to strengthen our civil
In the opening of the trial of ... An acquittal would set the of Mr. and Mrs. McKinley Rule, ization.
civil remedy of injunction a more have adequate due process, the rightslaws are the least dramatic
and
of 1412 Englewwood st., is taking
On July 25, the NAACP refused
two white men accused of bomb- southern example in the cradle of
effective protection of the right ACLU stated, despite the argument and most cautious approach to the
his eight weeks of basic training to turn over its records and was
giving
that
trig Negro churches, state prosecu- the confederacy."
advocates
to vote and other censtitutional of jury trial
with Company "A," First Battle
enforcement of basic constitutional
the
Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Howard
tor William Thetford told the jury:
lill also chargedto the jury, Group, 18th Infantry, Fort Riley,
rights, against deprivation espec- power to the federal court to re- rights. Their purpose is not to
Sou
in
is
Mo.
St.
visiting
Louis
from
cirwould
conduct
the.
Under
criminal
strain
ially by state officials.
"The state intends to prove that that the so-called confessions of I Kansas. Pvt. Rule was a student
punish but to prevent infringement
tio
the home of their uncle and aunt,
present law, a person charged with cumvent due process.
these men are connected with the the defendants are not worth the at Manassas High when he went
of the right to vote. Jury trials
of Ripand
Coe
Mr.
Mrs.
George
dec
enis
person
where
a
before
cases
in
.
.
contempt
".
criminal
KKK that decided to destroy all paper they are written on. When in on April 24 at Fort Smith, Ark.
contempt cases growing out of
in
ley, Tenn.
wit
the United States seeks an injunc- joined he is entitled to all the such legislation would give a prithe Negro churches in Montgom- you learn how the police got the
Mrs. Rosie Hallibuton, of Ripley, tion is not guaranteed a jury trial. guarantees of a fair hearing, with
civi
position to state officials
confession, you will be shocked.; riage mixing. The fate of o u r
ery."
vileged
Tenn. is visiting in the home of
mak
every opportunity to prove the in- who might defy federal judges
COMMUNITY SENTIMENT
Raymond C. Britt, jr., 27, and ' Montgomery will be shocked. The civilization rests on your verdict.")
her daughter and son-in-law of Destru
Prosecutor Thetford, speaking
'While ther( is always need to validity of the application for the upholding the law of the land."
Sonny Kyle Livingston, 18, are! South and the nation will be shocktroit, Mich. Mrs. Sarah Carter is
said, adding,
guard vigilantly against the mis- order," the ACLU
charged specifically with bombing ed." He accused the police of briefly, labeled Hill'a speech a
visiting in the home of her son use of government power,'' t h e "He also has a full right to ap- HEP HOT PLATE
Cla
unoccupied buildings. Two other "brutality, coercion, intimidation, "mad dog defense." He said:
a check on
and niece of St. Louis, Mo.
"You know how a mad dog is,
ACLU said, "including injunctions, peal to higher courts,
Kin
Negro churches and homes of two and communistic brain washing
•••
hot plate is getting
At the trial
old
decisions."
The
arbitrary
is
there
.
broad
.
.
too
snapare
and
which
biting
around
ministers were bombed on t h e techniques to get the confeSsions." he goes
shel
injunction, the dressed up to keep up with the
permanent
in
hosthe
still
the
Burns
is
for
Joe
prevent
the
weakening
to
need
not
also
are
We
time.
the
all
The two defendants sat calmly ping
some morning.
trat
pital in Memphis, Tenn. but is power of our courts to uphold the ACLU asserted, the defendants trend for colorful cooking appliIn an opening 25-minute emo- and the rest of the crowded and waving any bloody flags here.; A nice bolster for neck or back
Tha
counsel, they may confront ances.
have
of
the
The
members
improving.
right
equal
of
The
land
the
of
law
minia
and
churches
Four
Negro
tionally filled address to the jury.' overflowing courtroom sat on the
while looking at television or read- I Morning Star Baptist Church wish
•en
treatment under law is fatally un- and cross-examine witnesses a n d -The latest electric hot plates in-410
d'efense attorney John Blue Jill edges of their seats as Hill told sters homes were rocked with ing in bed, sun bathing or just rest- '
effe
present information that the in- troduced at the 1957 National
to
everyone
each
and
invite
to
senticommunity
when
dermined
state
The
10.
Jan.
shredded
foamof
blasts
made
is
ing,
-"urged that the jurors preserve the jurors that "they 4Negroes)! dynamite
to b
junction is unwarranted.
show in Chicago were
Housewares
9:45
at
their
Sunday
School
attend
of
enforcement
the
ment
blocks
gold,
green,
in
terry,
covered
filled
men
these
that
prove
intends
to
The Southpaw way of life. He said: not only want integration of buses,I
enameled in yellow, turquoise and
at
and
11:45,
OBSTRUCTION
Service
Morning
CONTRIVED
law."
flamingo.
or
turquoise
were
responsible."
"An acquittal verdict would re- schools, parks, they want Mar.
Prof. D. C. Johnson, Sr., supt. The injunction is an effeative The ACLU said it had always pink, the most popular kitchen
Rev. J. R. Halliburton, pastor.
legal technique, the ACLU con- been a vigorous defender of the equipment colors
By ETHEL PAYNE
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ACLU Sees 'Jury Trial' Issue
As A 'Contrived Obstruction'

Charge KKK Out
To Wreck Church!
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FAYE7TE COUNTY TRAINING SCHOOL numbered 55
graduates in its Class of 1957.
Sol Wainwright served as
president of the dais which

had as its motto: "Let every
obstacle be 2 stepping stone."
Prof. John W. Kohlheim Is
prinripal of progressive school
ln Somerville, Tenn. In addi-

tIon to the records and
achievements made academically by students of the school.
Fayette County is also widely known for the achieve-

-.....••••••••••

for
fen,
good
augu
Mrs.
man.

Boo
ments of its athletes, especially basketball teams. Some of
Its all-time sreat Oars are
members at this 1957 class.
(Bees/ Photo)

CARVER HIGH SCHOOL of
Brownsville, Tenn., graduated
95 seniors in its Class of 1967.

W Palmer was the president
of the clam Sponsors were
Mrs. V. Brooks, Miss C. M.

Barksdale. and vs., r. we.
llama. Prof. R. B. Bond in the
principal. (Mason Photo)
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Our Opinions

The Christian Science
0 O. The Christian Science Monitor again
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approaches desegregation with a logic that
Is evasive and disappointing. Not too long
ago it agreed editorially with those misguided souls who have succumbed to the
=Mitre hysteria against school integration. We took issue with the editors then,
and expressed our regrets for so doing. Because of the high esteem in which the
Christian Science Monitor is held, and of
Its traditional temperate and unbiased opinion on great social equations, we have hesitated to take it to task on what seems to
us to be a frightful lapse into irrationality.
But for the fact that its second editorial (May 17) is a more flagrant infraction of the Nonitor's fearless policy, we
would have elected to remain silent. How
can we do so without being recreant to our
duty? We have a responsibility to throw
the spotlight especially on the issues which
are muddled by fuzzy thinking.
• Answering some visiting Japanese publishers and editors who inquired into the
failure to use federal troops for enforcement of the school desegregation order, the
Christian Science Monitor went into a trapeze act when it declared pontifically that:
"Constitutionally ... there are two
rights involved which must be reconciled:
the right not to be forced together as well
.as the right not to be forced into exclusion."
In the face of a constitutional warrant
which makes the Supreme Court decisions
mandatory, this kind of reasoning is pure
"moonshine." Moreover it does violence to
the basic assumptions of the law in a democratic state. And, if we were to apply the

While the number of zealous participants in the historic Prayer Pilgrimage for
Freedom was disappointingly small, nevertheless the demonstration that took place
at the shrine of the great emancipator —
, Abraham Lincoln — last Friday in the nation's capital, was a symbol of racial unity
and purposefulness.
The circumstance and the place made
the pilgrimage a memorable event. The
South's violent outburst against integration, President Eisenhower's unshakeable
decision to keep mum on the issue together
with the willy-nilly attitude of Congress on
civil rights legislation have conspired to
make Washington the focal point of this
struggle.
The stirring words of Congressman A.
Clayton Powell and of Rev. Martin Luther
King may have made a dint on the hardshell conscience of the Eisenhower administration. Of that, however, we are not sure.
That Powell's and King's words have awakened the Negro people to a new and more
effective utilization of their ballots, is not
to be doubted.
It is becoming increasingly clear that
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ago were
mise and
kitchen

the Negro voter has no business following
party-lines. He must bend his effort toward
the individual candidate whose program is
spelled out in terms of specific reference to
the second class citizenship of the black
constituency.
The appointment of a few Negro politicians to high-paying jobs in no way raises
the status of the struggling masses who
are left behind to fight the battle by themselves. We want and demand a larger
sphere of economic opportunity for the collective whole.
The lesson white America finds difficult
to learn is that the Negro no longer subscribes to the non-utilitarian idiocy of
"give me Jesus and you (white folk) can
have the world." The Negro wants not only
bread, but the leisure to enjoy it; he wants
not only a job, but the right to be on the
top of the ant heap.
The pilgrimage is a warning under the
guise of religious fervor that black America
is ready for the ultimate test — that is the
Negro is either a full citizen in the context
of democracy or he is not. There is no
twilight zone.

Klansmen In Trouble
Confusion reigns in the crumbling kingdom of the mystic order of the Ku Klux
Klan. Heretofore unity of purpose, similarity of aims and prejudices were the bonds
that had clasped together the members of
this white-sheeted fraternity of thieves,
drunkards and ex-convicts.
We were rather startled to learn that
the grand dragon was complaining that so
many factions of the secret movement have
sprung up that members can't keep track

C. C.. ..740 RIDER
1. Cooperation with other orKeep an interested eye an the ganizations in sponsoring "Better
Memphis Negr o Chamber of Conduct Month" . . that's startCommerce. It's showing signs of ing where the water first hits the
really intelligent and useful life. wheel.
Unlike the currently revived old
2. Support United Negro ColBlues, "C. C. Rider," the local or- lege Fund and YMCA . . . that's
ganization of Negro business folk getting down to fundamentals . .
is rapidly getting itself out of the Negroes support of their own
"rider" class, and seems about higher education and the support
ready to make itself felt as a of character - building organizarightful "leader" in an import- tions such as the YMCA.
ant phases at community life.
1. Sponsor a School Band ConThe Chamber is now publishing test in cooperation with the Cotan attractive "Monthly Bulletin," ton Makers
Jubilee • . that's a
an eight-page, elicit paper booksignificant start toward getting
let, designed to set forth objec- with the
people in public relations
tives, programs, and plans of the
designed to bring the Negro busiorganization, and otherwise pubness man into the community's
lish matters of interest to Negro
life other than as merely a tradesbusiness people in particular and
man or professional.
the community in general.
There has been a forward-look. 4. Sponsor a Trade and Horne
We group of men in Memphis who Show, if possible .. . and that is
have long been interested in the something that should really be
establishment of a first-class, live, possible since there are some 30,Negro Chamber of Commerce 000 Negro homes in Memphis that
here. They have allowed them- trade up a huge volume of goods
selves to be the butt of jokes and and services every day,
jibes from those who could see no
5. Cooperate in "C I e a n-up,
sense in a Negro business-man's Paint-up, and Fix-up" Campaign
organization. They heard them- .... that's forward looking and
selves accused of trying to "ape most important. ... makes more
the white folks." They encount- folk want to live here and do
ered the frequent disinterest and business with Negro business
sometimes hostility of colored folk folk.
who should have been in the or, 6. Cooperate with the Phi Beganization. They often auffered be- ta Sigma Fraternity in sponsoring ignored and disregarded by ing "Better Business Week" . . .
the white Chamber of Commerce. that shows a spirit to "get with
But they kept plugging.
something that can't be beaten."
Today their ranks have been en- 7. Sponsor an Education-Busilarged. Young blood has been add- ness Day, with several groups (of
ed by the inclusion of younger business folk) to visit city schools
men in the organization. T h • . . . and that's a start with the
Monthly Bulletin . .. here's hop- young folk.
ing it will be continued . . is a
With a program like that the
first tangible expression of the Memphis Negro Chamber of
Chambers "new look" Following Commerce rates respect, support
are some of the "special activi- and more membership. Now,
whatchubett
ties or the Chamber for 1957";

rigors of formal logic to the two propositions, namely, "the right not to be forced
together as well u the right not to be
forced into exclusion," they would be found
to be mutually exclusive. But such a juxtaposition is intolerable to our concept of
democracy.
In their per eurlam decision (the Court
as a whole) on the school issue, the Supreme Court Justices merely interpreted
the Constitution. And, there is nothing
In the American Constitution which provides for class distinction or legislation.
Therefore, to insist on the principle of the
"right not to be forced together" is to suggest the sanctity of class privilege and invite open defiance of the law. This, of
course, is an obvious sanctioning of the outrageous indulgences of segregation. How
can the editors of the Monitor ignore the
fact that this artificial ostracism, however
long-standing, denies the full blessing of
the public school system to the Negro?
"Not many whites, certainly, and perhaps only a minority of Negroes," the editorial declared, "actively desire disturbance
of a way of life that has been comfortable
to one race and at least tolerable to the
other."
In trying to excuse and defend the
South's recalcitrant position on integration
as the above quotation clearly indicates,
the editors of the Christian Science Monitor
are in effect rekindling the dying embers
of Reconstruction. We hope that in the interest of true Christian brotherhood the Well, sickness and the Jubilee that was so surprising and enMonitor will reconsider its position on so Celebration kept me out of the couraging until it left me speechnews last week, but here I am togreat a moral issue.
less. The Melrose High School of
day.

The Prayer Pilgrimage
'

Today's thought is to strengthen
and encourage all who may become discouraged when their efforts do not seem too fruitful to
them, also to warn those who may
be carried off by the seeming
success of those who do wrong.
This is the thought, "All efforts
Is a v e their ultimate rewards
whether they are for good or for
evil." These rewards are the
types and products of the thoughts
and purposes which inspired the
Acts. Be they good or for evil. It
is important that one should purge
also watch his thoughts. Thoughts
are the creators and the motivators of acts. Acts produce deeds
and deeds give distinction to
one's qualities.
Rewards never come when nor
like one expects, therefore, rewards are both surprising a n d
disappointing, but they have one
thing in common, they are sure.
There are two (2) Acts which
cause dlscouragements in efforts
for g o o d. Expedient acts and
popular acts. These acts seem to
get the quickest response and the
fullest cooperation. They are self
appeasing, but the rewards are
disappointing. While in the efforts
for the good of others, the progress is slow, the interest is cold,
the cooperation is weak and the
appeal is low. But the rewards are
gratifying and satisfying.
I had something to happen to
me, Tuesday during Jubilee Week

which Prof. Floyd Campbell is
principal had an appreciation
hour dedicated to me. The program was sponsored by the ZoZo
Clubs of the Memphis Cotton
Makers' Jubilee of which Miss
Erma Clanton is directress. Prof.
B. T. Hunt, principal of B. T. W.
High school was the principal
speaker. All of the otner participants on the program were young
people representing the three (3)
City High Svhools which have
ZoZo Clubs, namely, Booker T.
Washington, Melrose and Hamilton. The program was thoughtfully planned and excellently
executed.

The tributes paid me and to the
work of the Jubilee, the Jubilee's
purposes and its history were
things of beauty, inspiration and
encouragement. It was the first
time I have had such an expertence or such an honor.
I am prepared for criticisms.
insults, rebuffs, hardshifts and
hard knocks, but I wasn't prepared for that ovation. For the
first time in my memory. I was
lost for words.
If you have information and the
courage to begin, the will to work,
the faith to hope, the hope to endure and the patience to wait,
your efforts will pay off. Whatever you plant will one day bring
you a harvest. The harvest is always more abundant than the
sowing.

DEAR EDITOR: We wish to
express our very deep appreciation for the news coverage which
your publication has given to the
inauguration of Dr. E. Clayton
(alhoun, our new president.
We are sure that this is further
evidence of the kind of spirit
which has helped to
nurture
Paine College throughout its existence.
You have our sincere gratitude
for your cooperation and our
fervent hope for the continued
good will of our staff, The Inauguration Publicity Committee,
Mrs. Victoria J. Anderson, chairman: Augusts, Ga.

Books For Ghana

4)
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DEAR EDITOR: Would y o n
please print the following appeal
in your "Letters from the Public"
column:
"We are Interested in sending
useful books to Ghana, West AM-

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Simple: Hands Versus Head
Leaves Hand In Lurch
"Now, you take my boss," said
Simple, "I come to work earlier
than he do, I work longer, and I
leave later. But that white man
makes one hundred times more
money than I do. Why it that?"
"That is because he uses his
brains, he can do what you can't
do, and he knows more than you
ever knew," I said.
"Th a t is no reason why he
should get all THAT MUCH MORE
money—because if it wasn't for
what I do, there wouldn't be no
results coming from what he
knew. I turn out what he thinks
out. Who does the work in the
plant? Me, and mens like me. Old
boss comes to work at 10 a.m. and
before you can turn around, he has
gone out to lunch again. He comes
back from lunch at 3 p.m. and
goes home at 4:30 before the traffic gets heavy, also so he can stop
for a drink at the club.
"He takes a loo•oo-ong weekend,
leaves the office of the plant on
Thursday afternoon and don't come
back no more until Tuesday morning. Yet I am there working all
day long, each and every day during the week. But he gets the
most pay, for the least hours, for
doing the least."
"You have to realize, old man,
that what your boss does, he does
in his head "
"Yes, but what 1 do, I do on the
job, and with hard labor at that.
What he sells, I help to make.
My boss can't turn cut nothing
just from his head that anybody
can see and feel and buy. His head
can't turn out no products."
"No, but his products start in
his head," I said.
"But they end in my hands,"
said Simple. "So ain't my hands

of the passwords.
In Tampa, Fla., Grand Dragon W. J. 01111111111111111111111111111111111M11111110101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Griffin wailed that Klansmen are shooting each other in Alabama, suing each
other in Florida and criticizing each other
I believe firmly in the equality
throughout the South.
of man and all of those lovely
"The old countersign and password are
principles, but when I encounter
no good anymore because all Klansmen are
a supremely gifted tomato like
strangers to each other," he said. "Klan
Earths Kitt, I am led to wonder.
organizations multiply like rats and rabBy comparison all the other dames
bits."
in the theater, especially in the

SO WHAT?

The People Speak
•

In Appreciation

M

I.. ALEX WILSON. Met owl Ikeekrall N.tmeget

EVANS L. CIJAWIT, Airetelale. Mows,

titer
60110

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

ca and would appreciate receiving such books on politics and
government, language and literature, American and World History
economics and social studies will
be most welcome. Mailing address: P. J. Cummings, 170-18
104th Avenue, Jamaica 33, New
York.
The African Scientific Cultural
Society," .1. Cummings, chairman.

Thank you and Mr. Bullock and
I am going to see if that law is
worth the paper it is written on.
Louis Russell, Chicago.

Brady Hampton
Public Relations Head

HAMPTON, Va. — Joseph
Brady has been appointed director
of public relations for Hampton
institute. He replaces Dr. Boris E.
Land Of Lincoln
Nelson, who has served as acting
DEAR EDITOR: I have read director for the put year.
the Land of Lincoln series with
real interest because I am planning an auto-travel vacation this Spelman Speaker
summer.
ATLANTA, Ga. — The Reverend
I welcome Gerald D. Bullock's Benjamin J. Anderson
will deliver
revealing accounts because I the commencement address to the
never knew there was a law in Spelman college graduates at 10:30
Illinois against racial discrimina- a.m. on June 3 in Sisters Chapel.
tion in public places.
The Spelman Baccalaureate ServYou can bet I am going to call ice will be held jointly with At
that law into play any time I need lanta university and Morehouse
It on my vacation, a lot of which college on June 2 at 3.00 p.m. in
will be traveling through Illinois. Sisters Chapel.

"Is There Someone Else Oh Alfred ... There MUST

musicals. are not in the same
league. She is a mile in front of
the pack.
If I exaggerate a little it is
because I have just watched Miss
Kitt go through her dainty, dizzy
and delightful places in the musical play, "Shinbone Alley." Langston Hughes caught her on opening night and did a rave piece
with which I am in hearty agreement. This little chick's the most,
believe me.
Personally. I don't think Earths
is a beauty. neither her face nor
her figure cause an unusual commotion among my corpuscles. Her
likeness in a piece of sculpture
might be even ugly from some
angles.
But when she hits the stage
there is a flash as if from some
electric switch and in a few seconds she ha ^ completely captivated everybody in sight. She is the
master of the art of motion and
the most expressive personality I
have ever heard of seen. With
voice and movement she creates
both charm and bauty.
As you know, "Shinbone Alley"
is a musical written around the
love life of Don Marquis' two
characters "Archy and MehitaBel" bel," the former a lowly cork.

worth as much as his head?"
"Unfortunately, no," I said.
"Smart heads are rare—but handy hands are common. Almost anybody can drive a nail or use a
lathe. But not everybody can think
up new furniture styles, for exempts. Your boss is an indutsrial
designer, a planner, and a men
chandiser.'
"But I make the merchandise,"
insisted Simple. "I MAKE it. I do
not care who thinks it up—I
MAKE it."
"But if somebody didn't think
it up, what would you have to
make?"
"I'd make something else," said
Simple. "And I figure that 5tAKING is as important as THINKING. Besides, anybody can think
quicker than they can do. I can
think of all kinds of things in a
minute that it would take me days
to make. For one minute's thought,
should.I get ten days pay?"
"If you think wisely and well
enough in a single minute, it is
conceivable that you might merit
more than ten days pay. What a
creative mind can conceive in a
short time might be worth more
than what many hands can do in a
long time. For example, take Edison—when he thought up the electric light bulb, imagine what a
gift of light he gave humanity.
But the concept of a bulb, the orig •
inal deeign, had to first come out
of Edison's mind. Did he not deserve great monetary awards tor
thinking up such a boom to mankind as the electric light'!"
"Edison mieht could think tip
one light, and make one tight,
But lc, make all the millions of
bulbs used today. it takes factories
full of men working all (lay long,

and with their hands, like I wori,
and at machines, to make all them
bulbs. And them mens deserves
their awards, too. If they never
think thoughts, their hands make
things that thoughts have already
thouebt up.
"ked thoughts without hands
would not amount to athing. SLI
I am trying to say is, let me who
makes the things, get some of the
money, too, and some of the short
hours, too, and the ,long weekends,
too. And don't let the man with
the mind make a hundred times
more 3 day than the man with the
hands. I am the man with the
hands."
"Friend," I said, '•I have never
heard you discuss any one subject
so long before without bringing in
race and color. When are you going to bring it all around to race?"
ant not thinking about race
today," said Simple. "What I aim
thinking about is how everything
has gone up so high that a man,
no matter what his race and color,
needs to make more loamy. I am
thinking about money which ii
green, neither black nor white—
money, which do not care who
spends it, money which don't feel
as good to me in somebosly else's
pocket as it does in mine. Friend,
I am thinking about money—which
goes beyond race.
"If all the Negroes in the world
had money, the color problem
would be solved in the morning.
So let's talk about, think about,
end try to make some money. I
have tried with my hands. You
tell me I have to use my brains.
So excuse me, excuse me, pal,
while I go and set quietly somewhere and THINK about money.
Goodbye."

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
I am not so sure but what a
roach and tile latter, a two-timing,
ever-loving cat. Little Archy is great many of us uho ire so
smitten with the charms of Me- mightily concerned with changing
hitabel and, for a couple of de- the racial climate in the South
lightful hours, he tries his best are missing a big bet on the culto get her to give up her lowdown tural front.
ways in Shinbone Alley and beThousands of years ago t h e
come a lady, a hightoned
Greeks used the theater and the
ace cat. The dramatic cir. Pe' _arts as eiviliz;ng instruments and
arises between her venal nature we are familiar with what has
and the cockroach's idealistic love been doe in England, France
which appeals to her better self and the modern cultures
The stories by Don Marquis
The projection of the conflicts,
which I had read years ago are individeal and social, in the trageall in the realm of pure fantas•
dies alone with good humor di
and that, of course, is the permusicals farces and fantasies, :ill
fect milieu for the fantastfr
might go a long way ri purging
Kitt. I saw her first in "N e w
the feel minds of the white exFaces" shortly after it ocened on
tremists
Broadway and again in the straight
To this end I am herewith prodramatic role in "Mrs. Patterson.'
Although she richly merited tie posing that scme of our militant
nlaudits she won in both of these civil rights itrideri look into this
plays. I think she is at he- be,
" culture burirels• Mil' have al'
eNplared ()their fronts, inas Mehi'ahel !!,
lbw', Soles." res,tv
Langston Hughes in his review cluirAng player and the invoeation
shades of Lincoln. I et us
of the musical very properly took of the
brains out of the hums
notice of the completely inteerat- heat the
ed cast and praised Eddie Brac• and have a little fun doing it,
ken who is white and plays the Life is real and earnest but it
role of Archy, the cockroach, car- is also downright ridiculous.
Others have proposed a nationrying the torch for Mehitabel.
This point led me to some sore - al theatre with a federal subsidy
illation on what would happen if which would bring sonic culture
'•Shinbone Alley" were presented to the proviiices sod let the teein Atlanta. Memnhie, Ne••• Or- sayers participate in the general
leans, Houston or Dallas. T e enlightment.
play is full of good humor, excit•
I am not particular about the
ing dances songs and music. No method employed to get the rubes
sourpuss, no matter how preju- and the theater knottier. All I
diced, could possibly hold out on wan, is to make it passible roe
Earths. Sooner or later the goons the Talrnadges to get a Mod of
would be forced to smile.
Earths.

•
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"' PROM FOR EIGHTH GRID- The annual prom given
eighth graders at Capleville
nicliool, Prof. Ezra Ford, prin.
cipal, by the seventh grade
class, was held last Friday

night and a grand time was
had by th3 youngsters. Mrs.
Lillie Taylor Is sponsor of the
seventh grade class. Fourteen
couples are seen in these photos along with Mrs. Taylor.

Each member of the seventh
and eighth grade classes invited one guest for the prom.
In upper left photo collides
are, reading from left, Levon

Sharp and Dorothy Dell Cole,
Ruby Lee Bowers and Leon
Sharp, and Cela Boyd a n d
James Mills. Couples in picture lower left are: Edgar

Lewis Scott and Charlene
Payne, Mattie Anderson and
Carl Allen and Barbara Jean
Patterson and James Stiger.
Top photo at right includes,

from left, Crennes Royston
and Junes Proctor and Gladys
Parker and James C. Riddle.
Two couples in center photo,
with Mrs. Taylor are Charles

Tuggle, of Melrose and Same!.
la Coleman and on the right,
Annie Clark Harper and Ben
Key, jr. Couples in final picture are Ralph Williams and

Aubrey Jean Worthy, Dorothy
Marie Tuggle and Paul Poldins.
of Melrose and Rosie Dell
Jones of Melrose and Joseph
Holmes.
., •

sandwiches. Bake in a moderate' grown-ups and refreshing milk for
oven (350 degrees F.) 3C to 35 min- the youngsters will help you to go
utes or until custard is set and through the evening secure in the
puffed.
knowledge that you have done jusServe this hearty supper_ sand- tice by your family But you will
wich with a salad of sliced to- feel even better if you happen to
matoes on a bed of shredded let- have some good homemade tee
tuce and your favorite dressing. cream tucked away in the refrigA beverage of iced tea for the erator for a tasty dessert.

SOL
I By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
i Last good byes are being said itive Media to a Charming Life".
by many as the commencement The individual topics discussed
son is well in its stride. Thurs. were: "Community Dynamics" by
day night marked the graduation Mrs. Tillie Whalum; "Good Pore
H
, tore and Good Grooming" by Mrs.
of U seniors at Merry
Gladys Greene; "Manners and Beschool when the exercises took havior" by Mrs. Ethel Venson:
place at the National Guard Ar- ,.Charm and Personality" by Mrs.
mory. The valedictorian of t h e Mary Rivers and "Fashion and
class of 1957 is Miss Connie Y. Personality" was discussed by
Lee, daughter of Mrs. Lois Lee, both Mesdames Venso n and
of 347 S. Liberty at. Salutatorian Greene We all know in Jackson
is Miss Sandra A. Neilson, (laugh- what a wonderful job Mrs. Penn
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Themistocles has done with the Charm Clinic
Neilson who reside at 801 N. Hays,on the campus of Lane college,
ave. The very impressive Vesper which had its initial beginning unService for the graduating class der her and I'm sure she reprewas last Sunday afternocm in the sented Lane college and Jackson
school auditorium. Rev. F. A. well in Memphis.
Blackwell, who delivered the Vesper sermon tried to instill in RECEIVES DEGREE
the youth that if their souls were President and Mrs. C. A. 'Kir.
right with God, there was little Kendoll and J. A. Cooke have reor no fear in meeting the problems , turned from Tyler, Texas, where
of our fellowman when each goes, President Kirkendoll was honored
out into the different walks of life. • by receiving an honorary degree
Excellent musical selections "Doctor of Letters" at the 1957
were given by the glee club and commencement at Texas college.
the band and one simply can't A copy of the citation will be
forget the Lord's Prayer which found in this issue.
was sung by Miss Carmena Mae
William Cage has returned to
Perpener, accompanied by t h e
Chicago after an extensive vanband. It was arranged by Charles
tion visiting relatives in Jackson
Besley, band director. Upon leavSisters of Mr. Cage, Mrs. Sadie
jag the audience was scrved punch
Culberson, Mrs. Algee, Mrs. Peoby several members of the faculples and their families of Atwood
ty.
and Trezevant a brother, E. A.
Cage and family of Jackson and
HERE AND THERE
your scribe were all very happy
Recently Mrs. Marie Penn, dean
to have him spend his vacation
of women at Lane College served
us.
as the guest speaker of the First Wit
"
.
Mr. and Mn. Hugh McCellan
Charm Clinic to be held on the
campus of LeMoyne college in and their two little-daughters spent
Memphis, Tenn. The clinic was several days in Jackson witnessunder the direction of Mrs. Trigg mg the graduation activities of
with Mrs. Ethel Venson of Mem- an older daughter, Miss Betty Joe
phis and Mrs. Penn in charge. McCellan. Miss McCellan received
The theme of the clinic was "Pos. her diploma from Merry II I g h
school. The McCellans now live
in Toledo, Ohio.

With LEODA GAMMON

ig

thee, beautifies, "Makes Skin
Velvet." Excellent for skin
'ahes from external causes.
it. One jar will convince you.
**Slain With Presto Shin Seep

MRS. BERNICE HAYES was
crowned queen of the Ebony
Social club at the fifth anniversary dance May 18 at the
Flamingo Room. Mrs. Nene!
Nelson is her alternate. The

next club event will be a tour
to Hot Springs on June 31. A
meeting is slated for June 14
at the home of Mrs. Idella
King, 1869 Castalia rd. Mrs.
Erma Taylor, president.

Now that the weather is get- 2 cups hot milk
ting rather warm these ,"finger 2 eggs beaten
tip" meals will be getting More 1 teaspoon salt
and more popular. There are those 1-8 teaspoon garlic salt
days when the thoughts on spendRemove loaf from can and -slice
ing a long period preparing meals lengthwise into eight pieces. Sptead
just don't appeal to a homemak- slices 'of loaf with muldard. Arer. You feel that you've already range four slices of bread,in botused a ton of energy doing a lot tom of a9x9x 2 inch baking
of the other necessary jobs and pan. Cover each slice with chopyet you know that you and your ped onion, a slice of loaf, and a
family still need wholesome food. slice of cheese. Cover with reOn such days the main stay or maining bread, loaf and chiese
meat dish can be taken care of Combine milk, eggs, salt and gar
through canned meats. This reci- lic salt. Pour over the stacked
pe yields four servings and is a—
HEARTY SUPPER SANDWICH
12 ounce can Pork and Beef LoafPrepared mustard
11 slices bread
1-4 to 14 chopped onion
II slices Oh lb. package) American Cheese

who reside at 537 N. Cumberland
at. On Sunday, May 19 in their '
home, many friends called to extend greetings and best wishes on
this joyous occasion. On hand to
Keel school for the physically
help them celebrate was their only
handicapped will have .pre-school
son, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Perry,
sr., of Jackson, Tenn.; grandson registration, Friday. May 31 for
and wife. Dr. and Mrs. Sidney children who will enter first grade
Perry, jr. of St. Louis, Mo. where in September.
he is stationed in service, and Since the needs of the heathdaughter-in-law, Mrs. Eula Frank- capped child are many and varied,.
lin of Chicago. Other reports about parents are invited to attend an
this grand occasion will be brought orientation program offered by the
teachers who know first graders'
to you later.
problems and to assist parents in
Again Mrs. Marie Penn repre- understanding the relationship
besented Jackson well. The oecas- tween home, school and
Physiciion was the graduation exercises ans'
recommendations.
at Dunbar High school in Hardin
An opportunity to become accounty where she served as com
mencement speaker. J. T.,../talone quainted with the school policy, to
observe classroom and therapeuis principal of the school.
tic procedures and to arrange for
The proms and fanfare a r e transportation will also be a vital
gradually coming to an end for part of this educational pro-'ram
the spring season but I don't think The school is located at the coranyone was left out. Eighth grade ner of Fourth and Keel ave.
proms were held at Washington'
Douglas, Lincoln and South Jack- Merry High School Seniors was
son Elementary schools and t h e held on last Thursday night and
CELEBRATE grrH
young ladies, all in formal attire the Junior-Senior Prom entertainANNIVERSARY
were escorted in grand fashion by
Isn't it wonderful to live to cele- the young gentlemen who called ing the seniors at Lane college
brate at,'" years of married life? for them. I didn't attend any of was Saturday night; thus climaxThese blessings were showered them but I understand they are ing the proms for the season as
upon Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Perry, not a bit left behind of the older well as the fraternal affairs. Everybody will be looking forward
set.
to !text spring and prom t i me

Keel School Sets
Pre—Regtstration

The Junior-Senior prom f o
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There is • reason why people
lik• to do business with ut. It
rs our prompt, friendly s•rvice,
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courteous treatment and desire
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to help you.
Open Thursday and Friday Nights.

Until 8 P. M.
''Cln4•d
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entioecn.
If you ere using a recipe that rolls
fervour milk, use one-half teaspoon
of soda to each cup of the sour milk.
Sift the soda with th• dry ingredients; do not put it directly into rho
sour milk as grandmother did.
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152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
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N'T FORGET

again.

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES
FROM

RUFFIN'S REAL
PIT BARBECUE
Ribs

0
0
1 Fiio
i:IrSieTstAFTER SCHOOL

Shoulders - Baked Ham Sandwiches - Juicy Net Doss
OPEN 11 A M. - FREE DELIVERY

Closed Mondays - Catering To All Parties
PH. GL 8-2613
2444 DEADRICK
Air Conditioned For Your Comfort

Stores
Open
Every
Night
'Til 9
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As the rainy month of Slay bows R. W. Venson,
Miss Dorothy
out, ushering in June, the month Smith, Rev. Cosmas Harndel, Miss
of roses, and the favorite.
Evelyn Vavasseur, another Living
cording to legend. . .wedding Ad; Mrs. Theresa Cox, Mrs. C. C.
month, it is a busy month in Na- Sawyer, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis,
ture — just as it is busy with jr., Mrs. Virginia Johnson, Mrs.
activities beginning with the grad- Zenobia Kimbrough, Anderson
uations and commencements. The Bridges, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
beauty of the month of June is Burns and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
extolled by poets, including the oft- Yarbrough.
repeated, "And what is so rare
The public is always welcome to
as a day in June, then if ever, stop in and visit this remarkable
come perfect days.. .Then Heaven edifice built for service to victims
tries Earth it be in tune, and over of cerebral palsy.
it softly her warm ear lays. . .
Whether we look or whether we MISS LAWS ENTERTAINS
. .We hear life murmur, J-U-G'S
More news of those energetic
we see it glisten," se soly quoted
by Lowell.
J-U-G's is that of the party given
And. . .to wind up the poetic by Miss Erma Lee Laws at her
mood. . .remember, "No price is residence at 1338 Dunnavant, Satset on the lavish summer. . .June urday week. Prizes of gourmet
may be had by the poorest delicacies of cheeses, jellies, rum
comer" — which words are also cookies and assorted hors d'onevre
credited to Lowell.
spreads were won by guest Miss
GRACIOUS LADIES C I. U B
Gwendolyn McEwe and Mr VasHOLDS BANQUET DANCE —
SOCIETY IN REVIEW
co Smith; and members Miss MaLeMovne college Commons
The Winsomettes met at t h e
was the scene of the banrie Bradford and Miss Gwendolyn
home of Mrs. Gloria Tuggle, Sunquet-dance held by the GraciNash. Other guests included Mrs.
day week, where the agenda inous Ladies club of Manassas
Harold (Matilda) Whalum, M r S.
cluded the completion of plans for
High school, with Miss RomCora Palmer, Miss Elsie Thomas,
thir "Christmas in June" dance
elle Eddins as adviser, honorMrs. John (Rita) Olive, Mrs. Luslated for June 5 at Curries Club
ther (Martha Jean) Steinberg, Mrs.
Tropicana. They are planning a R. Q. (Ethel) Venson, Miss Dorreally fabulous affair — the purothy Ann Smith, Miss Jewel Genpose of which is to bring a little
try and Mrs. Frances Laws.
cheer to some of our underprivNCNW ELECT OFFICERS
ileged children. Gifts will be seThe National Council of Negro
cured from businesses and will be
Women met at the YWCA Thurspresented that night to a repreday night to elect the following new
sentative from the Welfare Agenofficers: Mrs. Marie Adams, prescy for the children.
ident; Miss Grace Collins, 1st vice
AND JILIS' FAMILY
president; Mrs. Thomas Watkins,
DAY
2nd vice president; Mrs. Harriette
The Parish House of EmmanWalker, corresponding secretary;
uel Episcopal church was the gay
Mrs. W. A. Bisson, financial secscene of the Memphis chapter of
retary; and Miss Jewel Gentry,
Jack and Jill's Family Day, Suntreasurer.
day week, when mothers and dads
Joined their progeny to witness MEMPHIS LINKS
their outstanding program of var- Aside from the iiitcresting news
ied talents and to watch and concerning Memphis Links' forthenjoy, perhaps more than t h e coming "An Evening on the Conchildren, the very professional tinent", slated for Saturday. June
magician show that was the high- 8, at the lovely garden at the
light of the evening. Credit for residence of the C. C. Sawyers, the
the superb planning goes to pro- group was royally entertained at
gram directors, Mrs. Sally Bar- Tony's last Friday by Mrs. C
tholomew, Mrs. Harriet Davis and S. (Addle) Jones. The entire group
Mrs. Addie Owens,
of officers for the past year were
LES PASSEES J-U-G•'S OPEN
re-elected and installed by Mrs.
HOUSE
Cliffoe Bonds of Madison, Ark.. .
Outstanding was the J-U-G's and when the national meeting of
Inc. Open House, Sunday, May 10 the organization is held at Atlanat the Les Passees Treatment ta, Ga., June 27-30, the group will
Center at 64 N. Dunlap for friends be represented by Mrs. Thel in a
and patrons of the organization. Burke of Forrest City, Ark.
The J-U-G's, as is well known, Especially delightful was t h e
Ausponsor the transportation of same presence of Miss Patricia Graves,
Wf the less fortunate children to an interesting visitor who w e s
and from the Center. The L e s brought to the meetin_g by Mrs.
Passers* Center was just recetly Sally Bartholomew, Miss Graves
built and is a beautiful one-floor has spent two and one-half years
modern structure. On entering the in India in sociological and edubuilding one is impressed with cational work, training Indians for
lovely modern furnishing of the village teaching. She has also travlobby and the lcvely pastel colors eled to Japan and other outlying
of the various offices and therapy Far Eastern countries. She has a
rooms. One outstanding feature of wonderful collection of slides, southe therapy rooms is the windows venirs and a vast knowledge of
which serve as a mirror inside customs and folklore of the Orient.
the room in order that visitors
At the meeting Miss Graves was
do not disturb the children, whom delighted to meet a college classIng of the mother of co-worker
the visitors can see but whom mate from Spelman, in the presGeorge Robinson last Thursday...
the children cannot, because of ence of Mrs. Lillian Campbell, also
and recent demise of Mrs. Mary
the unusual mirror-window ef- another West Virginia State acRichardson Walker's step - father,
fect. Among Les Passees mem- quaintance in the presence of
Mr. Hawkins, the husband of Mrs.
bers and officers present were Mrs. Julia Atkins. . .and a Delta
Capitols Hawkins, Mary's mother.
Mrs. Robbie Beard. administra- soror, Mrs. Addie Jones, who met
Mary came down from Nashville
tor; Dr. Carl Hookings, board the vivacious Miss Graves during
after the funeral to spend t h e
member. Mrs. John Heiskill and her tenure as a Delta regional diweek end; but her well - known
Mr. and Mrs. Perkinson.
rector.
brother, Judge Scovel Richardson,
Among guests present were Mrs. CHIT CHAT
who just recently received that
M. J. Crawford, Bennie Moore, it. Mrs. T. J. Johnson returned lifetime appointment, following a
L. Chandler Miss Rosie Marie home from her extended Eastern
very successful term as the chief
Griffin, recent J-U-G's Living Ad; trip to find a belated Mother's day
inspector of U. S. Federal prisColorado Johnson, Ernest Withers, present awaiting her. Having been
ons, plus his record as dean of
Creese Buidison, in, Mrs. A. P. told her gift was "something for
Lincoln U's law school, was here
Dumas Miss Zelma Janes Rev. the house," she noticed that new
for the funeral.
C.
J.
Mickle, P. H. Nichols, Mrs. chimes greeted her when she rang
To both of the bereaved lam.
Virginia Grinner, Miss Juanita Wit- the bell. On entering and looking
extend our heartfelt symMrs. Luther Steinberg, in several rooms for something ilies we
and condolences.
Mrs. N. M. German, Leon Ger- new, including the living room, din- pathy
s•s
man and Leon German, jr., Mrs ing room and bedrooms, she then
Other travelers in our midst
Thurman Northeross, Mrs. Edwarel beheld a new door leading into
I. Lewis, jr., Clarence E. Withers. the kitchen...which she naturally were Rev. St. Julian A. SimkMrs. Philip Booth, Dr. and Mrs. thought was all. liovvever, on en- ins and his wife Adrienne who moW. 0. Speight, jr., Rev. and Mrs tering through it, she alsmost faint- tored to S. Carolina to bring back
Warner Benson, Prof. B. T. Hunt, ed on the sight of an entirely new their daughter Bertha who attends
Prep and Junior
Dr. Floyd Crawford.
kitchen including new cabinets school at Voorhies
Miss Joyce Broome, Mrs Ruby appliances, tile and linoleum. .. college at Denmark, S. C. . .and
M. Greene, Mrs. Gertrude Arm- all in gorgeous hues of gray and Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, who
strong, Mrs. Francer Laws, Mrs. yellow, highlighted with touches of have gone to Daytona Beach, Fla.
Jewel Gentry, AM. T. M. McClan- red. This was the gift of husband to visit their daughter, Marion,
eden, Mris,Edward Harrell, Mrs. T. J. and daughter and son-in-law, head of the Romance Language.
department at Bethune - Cookman
Jesse Peacock, Mr. and Mrs. H. Mr. and Mrs. Fleming Polk.
attend the school's
McCave of Ontario, Canaria;
Mrs. Johnson really has the wan. college, and to
Mrs. Marie Wathen, Mrs. derlust, for comes June 8, she will commencement exercises.
s• s
be off to Niagara Falls with the
An exciting baby contest is unIgroup of 80 women who are making this year's trip. Accompany- derway sponsored by the New York
REPAIR SERVICE
ing her will be her sister, Mrs. Yankee team of P. D. R. Cmincil
Artmise Garrett of Vicksburg, and Anna S. Church Temple No.
Miss.
695 of the Daughter Rulers, slated
Plus Parts
The Harold I. Johns have both for Saturday, June 22, at 4570 GetPicture Tube Repair
been away. . .Marion to St. Louis well rd. . .where there will be
Service $250
to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. plenty of fun for the children and
F. Meaux. . .and Skip to Colum- the grownups too. The Dodgers.
We Service All
bus, Ohio, to a funeral director's manager is Mrs. Gertrude Dukes
workshop. Upon his return, he ...and the Yankee manager, Mrs.
Radios - Record Players
was acompanied by his uncle, Mace() Redwood. Sounds iike the
real McCoy to me, so circle your
Clarence Johns of Columbus.
Sad news is the fact of the pass calendars.
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ginning, either in attendance or
in the number of decisions for
Christ—over 7,000 of them have
been registered."
Leaders of the Crusade are pondering an extension from the curNEW YORK — (INS) — T h e rently set June 30 closing dats
Billy Graham New York Crusade
has won more than 7,000 "decisions for Christ" going into its
13th cla).
TUSCALOOSA,
(INS) The number of decisions was an- A Chinese professor and his wifc
nounced Sunday night by Willis G. who teach at Stillman College fo
Haymaker, Graham's arrange- Negroes in Tuscaloosa, said Moi.
ments director, who commented day they are leaving the schoc
that the ceusade has become an because of threats.
Dr. Irbing Lo and his wife, %vim
"outstanding success."
He summed up the Crusaders' teach English at the college, re
fused to discuss the threats. The
progress by saying:
"We have never had a better be- said only that they received w
identified. phone calls.

yy se a ow 1111111e1

•listen.

ed at its annual banquet event
eight members who will grad.
mite from the ranks of the 20
member club which is organiz
ed for the promotion of gracious living. Pictured a r e
some of seniors with their advisor and the club's sweet'

heart. Left to right are Miss
Geraldine Smith, treasures.;
Miss Romelle Eddins, adviser; Miss Jo Ann Bohanner,
president; Miss Eliza Young,
James Williams, club sweet
heart; ?His Willie Mae Reid,

Joseph

milk for
sou to go
re in the
done jusyou will
appen to
!lade lee
se refrit7t.
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Ph. WH. 8-4087

CONGRATULATIONS

GRADUATES OF MELROSE
HIGH SCHOOL
REGISTER HERE EACH WEEK
FOR YOUR WHIRPOOL RCA AIR CONDITIONER

WEONA No. 99
2499 PARK AVE.

Check rh•se Feat,,.,-Say With Confidence
lifetime Trade In
Vat., Guaroefee
2 30 Day Money hack
Guarantee
3 Fine Color, beellord
Quality Diamonds
14 Karat Tallow or White
Gold Mounting
5 free lifetime Insp. tt on

Ministers Urge
Billy Graham To
Fight Prejudice

4

DURHAM, N. C. — (ANP) —
An appeal to evangelist Billy
Graham to stage a massive ernsade against segregation was Issued last week here by a group
of Negro ministers.
The Durham and Raleigh In•
terdenomlnation Ministerial Alliance wrote the following message to Graham:
"Mr. Graham, North Carolina le
needs vou, as well as New York,
to carry on a preaching miasior, ffk
to hring about a change in the
ethical and moral attitudes of
our people.
"We welcome vou back to our
state to tear down every vestige IP
otifonse:orrengaotlfonouranpdre jcluidscicreims

tip

AlAirrIC

orothy
Poston,

repoter; Miss Eliza Whit er
and Miss Mable Spencer, business manager. Officers not
seen include Miss LaRo s e
Macklin, secretary and Miss
Aretha Shaffer, parliamentarian.

map .od Memo& sallirgoi oar dMuil.
•

Moil Oahu's
Promptly Filled

176 S. MAIN ST.

111,

0,0901,04704,01p0,0.0

Learning fast...
from Mother and

ser at their residence, 1415
EVENING ON THE CONTINENT CHAIRMEN— Mrs. LeSouth Parway, East, beginginning at 8 p.m. Gala prizes
roy Young and Mrs. Phiip
Booth, left to right, are chair- and entertainment, including a
dance pavilion and the popuman and co-chairman respeclar Al Jackson's combo, will
tively, of the Memphis chapter of Links, Inc.'s forthcommake this annual charity event
ing "An Evening on the Conone of the outstanding social
events of the summer SOCliti
tinent", to be held Saturday,
June 8, in the beautiful garscene.
Mrs.
C.
C.
Sawden of Mr. and

Montgomery
Bomb Trial
Underway

gation.
'fhe charge on which Britt and
Livingston were called to trial
could result in ten-year prison
sentences upon conviction. Two
other white men — James D. York
and Henry Alexander — are scheduled to be tried June 3 on charges
of dynamiting a Negro minister's
home occupied at the time by his
sleeping family.
The charge is a capital offense.

MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (INS)—
The state demanded elimination of
prospective jurors sympathetic to
the Ku Klux Klan yesterday as two
white men went on trial here
for bombing Negro churches.
Raymond C. Britt, jr., and SonLewis H. Twigg, president of
ny Kyle Livingston, 18, were spec.
ifically charged with bombing un- Union Protective Assurance co.,
occupied buildings in the pre-dawn Memphis, will deliver the cornmencement address at Palmer
hours of Jan 10.
Two other Negro churches and Memorial Institute, Sedalia, N. C.
ny
n,ouJnueneem
Seunda a
homes of two ministers were blast. onTh
2
e.nt was made
ed by dynamite bombs the same
last week by Dr. Charlotte Brown,
morning.
The two pleaded not guilty as founder of the nationally known
_educational institution, and presi.
the trial opened.
The outbreak of bomb-violance dent emeritus. Miss W. M. Cros•
followed issuance of a federal court son is president,
Through the years Palmer Inorder prohibiting enforced seeregallon in the city's transit system. stitute has won distinction for its
academic
and cultural training of
AIMED AT LEADERS
The ministers whose homes and young People.
Mr. Twigg's daughter, Miss
churches were attacked had played a leading role in a year-long Clara Ann Twigg, will graduate
bus boycott and the successful from the school on June 2.
court fight to outlaw transit segre-

We Wish All Graduates

SUCCESS!

Twigg To Speak
At Institute

That's an anxious young bride at the left and she's
had Mother over for a hurry-up session with the evening meal.
That sizzling steak isn't exactly her first meal but she isn't quite
sure whether it's going to be rare, medium, well done or just plain
burned. One thing she's sure about is that the meat is good because
it came from NATIONAL. NATIONAL starts with better beef
that is scientifically corn fed, properly aged, U. S. Government
inspected, graded, cut and trimmed the exclusive NATIONAL
"value-way." So, no matter what our anxious young bride does
with that steak, she had a good piece of meat to start with and
there's every chance in the world that every bite will be delicious,
especially with the added assurance of a little expert advice from
Mother. Hundreds of thousands of young homemakers have learned
about meats and meat cuts from buying their meats at NATIONAL
That's how Mother got started
and it's no wonder that daughter is following in her footsteps.

657
CHELSEA

NATIONAL
FOOD STORES

di
Serving yew hatter ... saving yew merit

The round steak you buy at NATIONAL is practically all lean meat.
Very tender excellent when braised
or wirer-ground for pattles or
meat loaf.

COMPLIMENTS

RAY'S DONUT SHOP

COLETTA'S
TAILORS

265 E. McLEMORE • Phone WH 2-9251

129 Beale Ave.

Clarice juicy porterhouse, preferred
by folks who know beef best., truly
th• •'thanspagne of steaks"! Note
hew Itnegrained and well marbled
with fat this NATIONAL parser.
house is
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Labor Secretary Talks To Grads
About Current Job Opportunities
of your opportunities. Con(This is part of an open letter should do so by all means. Ad- breadth
and local governwritten to 1957 college graduates I vanced training in your special- struction, State
finance, insurance, and real
by Secretary of Labor James P. ty will bring handsome returns ment,
expansion
employment
in salary and career opportuni- estate lead
Mitchell)
among the non-agriculture indusCongratulations to each of you ties in the years ahead.
tries and thus provide varied opSALARIES
upon the completion of your col- STARTING
for men with portunities for young people.
lege education. The personal vat- Starting salaries
Manufacturing, while it is not
degrees are averaging
no of that education, in terms of bachelor
— $20 more expanding quite so rapidly as some
elnployment opportunities and a about $400 a month
beginning salary of the other industries, remains a
traded appreciation of life, is than the average
year's male primary source of jobs for young
manifest. Moreover, your train- commanded by last
the starting people. Manufacturers may spend
minds represent an enormous graduate and double
salary rate 10 years ago. T h e 516 billion for new plants a n d
*set to the U. S. as it continues
women continue their equipment this year — 10 per cent
*tough an historic period of so. earnings of
more than in 1956. As a result,
upward trend,
encouraging
technological
del, economic and
that many jobs are replacement jobs will be available
fact
'fhe
Aogress.
available is of little value unless in all the large, well-established
7here is unprecedented growth you can find the right one in industries and new jobs will arise
e
and confidence throughout t h
of your training, aptitudes in expanding industries such as
cation; Verdia C. iruykendall,
JOHNSON MEMORIAL INSTIanerican business-industrial com- terms
and interests. By all means make electronics, chemical And aircraft
honor graduate in business edTUTE Commencement Scenes
at
are
Americans
More
full. use of your college placement manufacturing and the atomic
ucation; Lavetta Leland, in
— At left Dr. J. S. Nathanearning more money, than office — it may prevent your mak- energy field.
business educatioe; Martha A.
iel Tross, the commencement
ewer before. Consumer spending is tog a costly mistake in choosing
There are fine opportunities
Prine, in religious education.
speaker, is seen as he deliveral an all-time high. Business will your career field. Many sources again this year for graduates
Mar'
and row, left to right,
ed the address to the largest
spend a record $37 billion for new
of detailed information a n d as- with bachelor's degrees in such
vey Shaw, jr., certificate in
giants and equipment this year sistance are available to you. fields as engineering, accounting, class in the history of the
graduate
Morgan,
art; Charles
Institute. In second photo, front
to meet the rising demand of a
One useful source, which you education, nursing, chemistry, gein business educi,tioa; Benjarow, left to right: Will Oliver
growing population for goods and may find in your college placeology, physics, mathematics, busClyde Webb, certificate
mM
education;
Morris, business
Services.
ment and counseling offices, is the iness administration fore str y.
in business education; Willie
Mrs. Johanna Martinez, faculIncreased efficiency in all seg. Department of Labor's Occupation- Growing numbers of employers
Daniel, certificate in business
ty member, sponsor of the senMerits of production and distribu- al Outlook Handbook,
are seeking young people with a
educatIon; Lawrence Sm it h,
ior class and director of the
tMo, in commercial activities, and
general liberal arts background for
certificate in business educa•
A r I department; Miss Virgia
in trade and service have accom- JOLSEEKER HELP
executive training programs.
lion; John M. Wallace, gradElla Burdette, valedictorian of
An important source of help for GENERAL LOOK
rinnied these huge outlays for exuate in business education, 3rd
the class in business educapanded facilities — creating new the job-seeker is the local public
Advanced degrees are the minrow: le f t to right Arthur
tion; Phelius Pearl Burtlette,
and,urgent demand for trainid employment office. Because these imum credential in some fields.
Webb, certificate in business
salutatorian, in business edu•
part of an integrated
Mon and women to perform re- offices are oart
statistics,social
the
search, and to engineer and direct nationwide system, they may be sciences are a few examples.
•
the new production and market- able to help you into a job in an- .
in general:
Mg techniques of a thriving econ- other region of the country if the
steady
demand
position you are seeking is not forBUSINESS
has a personnel,
omy.
with
college-trained
available in your own community. a moderately short supply of apOPPORTUNTTIES GOOD
• /
,
Last year, for example, public plicants.
Within this setting, the employ,
117,000
—pent opportunities of this year's employment offices filled
CIVIL SERVICE, d e m a n d 1
,...tollege yraduates are excellent in- jobs in the professional and man- steady, supply moderately short to
openings
Job
occupations.
agerial
deed. This year's graduating class
insufficient.The academic year of Johnson its to his great friend of long
is the larvest since 1951. but it are listed now in a wide variety
ENGINERING, demand acute, memorial institute, a junior col- standing, the Right Rev. C. Ewengiincluding
—
occupations
of
satisfy
to
Is still much too small
h rt.
, lege, of Batesville, Miss., was end- bank Tucker, who introduced him.
.
welfare
social
librarians,
neers,
r
o
f
employers
of
demand
the
TEACHING, demand v e r Y ed with a brilliant commencement, He told of Bishop Tucker's great
lost types of college-trained per- workers, teachers, trained ours- h
. which began Sunday, May 19, accomplishments through
h e
inadequate, pariL
, supply '
es, natural and social scientists. ularly in science and mathematsonnel.
with the baccalaureate sermon years as an outstanding attorneyThere is a particularly acute draftsmen, secretaries, and labor- ics at the elementary school lev- preached by the Rev. Novey S. at-law and now a great bishop in
'need for men and women with atory technician and scientists. el
Chaney, jr., builder and pastor of the AME Zion church.
While the listings in public em- SOCIAL SCIENCE, d e m a n d
advanced university degrees, rethe Blair Street AME Zion church, The speaker also complimented
Bectinv a persistent shortage of ployment offices by no means rep- steady and increasing, supply mod' Jackson, Miss.
Dr. D. F. Martinez, president of
specialists in increasingly com- resent the total of employers' erately short
He chose his text from the book Johnson Memorial Institute, f r
pex and specialized industry, shortages they are indicative of SCIENCES, demand heavy, sup- of Proverbs, "Wisdom Is T h e what he called a great work well
About 74,000 graduate degrees will the types of workers in demar.d. ply insufficient.
Principal Thing, but in All Thy done. He stated that Dr. Martinez,
be granted this year and 345,000 A SELECTIVE LOOK
Health
professions, demand Getting Get Understanding" and and his good wife, Mrs. Johanna
entire
A selective look at the
bachelor's degrees. Those of you
high, supply insufficient.
with the selection of this dynam- Martinez, came to this communiWho can continue your education employment situation reveals the BEST WISHES
ic theme: "The Responsibility of ty of wilderness, without too much
I hope that these brief facts rill Education and Religion". T h e inducement, and they both have
help you toward making a wise speaker warmed and inspired the done a great job in education and
choice in your first expedition into hearts of the graduating class and religion. . ."God bless Dr. and
the working world. Your counselor the big audience present with Mrs. Martinez," he concluded.
at school, your U. S. Employment these words. "We have passed TO THE GRADS
1i
FROM
Turning to the graduates and
Service office, and other sources through the calamities of World
of occupational information can War I and World War II — yet his audience, the speaker said:
give you specifics where I have the conflicts of ideologies between "Thank God, though we are In
dealt only in general terms.
Each and West go on — educa- the wilderness of hate, trials and
Let me close by bidding you tion and religion must work hand tribulations — and many other
2381 Park
welcome to the world's finest la- in hand to give us human under- evils, We find a voice in that wil(and corner of Mississippi Blvd. and Walker)
bor force, and by wishing you I standing, brotherly love and world derness, not only a voice, but a
light. We are not educated beevery success in the career you I peace.
"FINEST CLEANING ANYWHERE"
choose.
Using Paul as an illustration cause of what passes through the
of the great and potent force of
education and religion, the speaker pointed out that when we combine education and religion, we
have a greater force than all the
atomic and hydrogen bombs in thel
world. Nothing can stop our pro*
ress. . .We must have God. In
his climax he pointedly cited that,
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Fail- as Communism will die withou0
ure of the Senate Judiciary coin- God, so will democracy die with'
mittee to obtain a quorum
of hypocrisy."
members again yesterday blocked EDITOR HEARD
any action on the
controversial
Wednesday, May 22, climaxed
civil rights bill,
the commencement program, with.
Sen. Everett M. Dirksen (R) great commencement address by !
III., an advocate of the legislation, Dr. J. S. Nathaniel Tross, popular
said there was some talk of the editor of "The Charlotte Post", ra-i
committee meeting three days in dio commentaror and world trav-i
a row next week.
eler.
But chairman James 0. EastUsing for his subject. "Today's,
land (la) Miss., an opponent, told World Is A Wilderness Crying For,
reporters that "no promises" Light And Service", the speaker
about this were given,
began by giving praise and plaud-

rty.

11
education; Grady Hoskins, cm,
tificate in art; Houston Potts,
certificate in art; James Carter, certificate in art; James
Bell, certificate in art. 4th row
left to right, the Rev. Fred
Shegog, trustee from Memphis,
Tenn. Right Rev. C. Ewbank
Tucker, Bishop of the Tenth
Episcopal District, AME Zion
church and chairman of the
Board of Trustees, the Rev.
Elvin C. Boyce, pastor ol Warnev Temple AME Zion church,
Memphis. Tend.; the Rev. Novey S. Chaney, baccalaureate
speaker, Jackson, Miss. pas.

tor and builder of Blair Street
AME Zion church. The R e v.
Zannie Leland, Theological student and pastor of Cotton Plant

Eureka, Wesley Chapel AME
Zion churches, Dr. D. F. Martinez, president of Johnson
Memorial Institute.

•

Set Clinton Riot
Trial For July 8

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (INS) -- trials of all the defendants, conFederal Judge Robert L. Taylor, tending that a mass trial w,th
yesterday set July 8 as the open Kasper would prejudice the case.
ing date in the mass trial of 17 Kasper already has been found
persons accused of stirring up ra- guilty on another charge of cri• .
cial disorder at Clinton High school minal contempt for
making
last fall.
'speeches in Clinton which were
John Kasper and 1G residents of blamed for the rioting. His oneAnderson County are charged with year conviction to prison is curcriminal contempt of court for in• rently on appeal.
terfering with the peaceful inte_
Clinton High school, the deep
gration of Clinton High school. South's first integrated public
streams of our minds, but by the
The judge had previously over- school, graduated a Negro student
residue that remains. The chem- ruled defense motions for separate two weeks ago.
ist, the biologist, etc, do not really
care about what liquid is in the
passvomrsetmr
test tubes, but he is interested in
"
en4401
,,, ,Aw.rit.,,,,,,,,rwta,!..!,("4"•awam`""w`awse°4,00.4‘t'
the dregs in the bottom of the
tube — there is where one can
find the microbes for which he
•-!-s
searches diligently.
_
It isn't what you have b e en
taught here, but your qualifications for leadership and continued
development, depends entirely
upon what you have retained. . .
We worry about integration. ..The
only real integration is when men,
minds, hearts and soul come together to love each other.
He told the graduates about the
philosophy of Socrates, Marcus Aurelius and Christ. He emphasized:
"'Know Thyself." "Control T h yOLD CROW
PROOr
LIGHTER MILDER
self" and said the Christ demands
f„
I
that we give ourselves to the cause
and serviceof humanity.
Remember always said he, "that
diversity is essential to the Unity
that gives LIFE. . .He was forceTHE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY, DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
ful, inipiring, dynamic and scligDISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF.
arty.

Johnson Memorial Institute Ends
ear With Largest Commencement

Congratulations GRADUATES
LUCKY STRIKE CLEANERS

She rides all over town...

Failure To Get
Quorum Blocks
Rights Bill

he one bourbon
most in bemanb because 1,
it the finest!
OLD CROW
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IT'S HERE! THE BIG

FP
SI

BASEBALL CONTEST

...but she runs
all over the
house!

BOYS!

'---

New legislation assures better .
roads for Illinoisans. says The It
linois Division of Traffic Safety.
This means safer and easier driv,
1 ing. But road building takes time ,
and there will be a considerable!
time lag before the new roads are '
ready. Much safer travel can come
at once, however, by intelligent use I
of our present roads. The best life
saver is to avoid excessive speed.
SLOW DOWN AND LIVE.

CONGRATULATIONS
FROM

CARNES AVE. GROCERY
MARKET
2700 Carnes Ave.
Ralph Skillen, prop.

BEST WISHES

She wouldn't dream of walking to the corner
store. Or to the bridge club half a block away.
Yet she has to race through the house
,,he the one telephone rings. Doesn't make
sense, does it? Not when it's so easy
to have additional phones at her fingertips
in several rooms. In smart colors, too, that
do so much to pretty up a home. Get
the additional telephones you need and save
steps and time. Remember—when a
phone's handy, everything is. To order.
just call our Business Office Or ask any
installer-repairman you see.

To Graduates of 1957
May the joy of graduation
Remain with you in all of
your future achievements.

Each extra phone costs about 4e a day
(plus ons,tirno charp• for color and installation)

Southern Bell

St. Andrews AME Church

Look for this emblem ,,ben you look for
• nen. home. It sho4s that the builder
has installed concealed temp for telephones where you need them.
•

For Newsboys
BOYS!

BOYS!

BOYS!

Win a Trip to St. Louis for a Major League Baseball Game

gain
• Hon

10 Newsboys with the highest increase in sales will make the thrilling trip
10 other prizes for boys showing an average of 10 or more newspapers.

•
•
•
•
•

YOU CAN BE A WINNER EASY
Contest Dates: May 4th thru July 6th
The Rules Are Simple:
1. This contest will be based on your average increase for the ten
week period.
2. Your base will be the number of papers you sold April 20th.
3. Your complete report must be made every week. Any back balance
must be paid by the end of this contest. Non-payment of your bill
will disqualify you.
4. You must sell papers every week.
5. You must turn in the list of your regular customers.
Tell your mother and father about it. They will be glad to help you.
If you are going to enter let your mother or father fill out the blank below and return it to this office or your field manager when you get your
papers next Thursday.
Name

Address

Signed:

Phone Number

•
•

▪
•

No

▪ MI
•

• 2U72
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You
in bi
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will
Tell
fa&
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at all
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Rev. H. Ralph Jackson, pastor

Methor or Nether
•
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R. R. NOTON HIGH SCHOOL
in Marianna, Ark., graduated
43 seniors in its Class of 1957.
Clarence E. Brandon was

president of the senior class.
Mrs. Anna M. P. Strong is retiring as principal of the
school. Other class officers

were Lola C. Webster, secretary; Edna B. Davis, assistant
secretary; Samuel Brow n,
treasurer; Henry E. Perkins,

business manager, and George
C. Smith, reporter. (Mason
Photo)
MT. PISGAH GRADUATES
received their diplomas on
May from Supt. George H.
Barnes and honor ass ards

Professor Looks At
Individual Vs. Group
I "Today we are in a nationwide
direarch for talent. But talent has
exist before it can be found.
The necessary environing conditions must be set up. We need to
develop both the group and the

were presented by
der, a member of
County hoard of
Prof. S. C. Harris

W. A. Wilthe Shelby
education.
is principal

Mt. Pisgah High
Turns Out 2nd Class

portant factors in the learning
process."

"RUGGED GROUPISM"
Prof. Dale placed the desired
condition somewhere betwec n
"rugged individual:sin" a n n
"groupism," something he said
individual."
might be considered "r ugged
- That viewpoint WAS expressed groupism "
recently by Prof. Edgar Dale, of
A question the professor posed
Ohio State university, Columbus,
was, "How do we get diversity
in an article published in "T Is e
In unity and unity in diversity?"
Broadcaster," official publication
Prof. Dale said it is imperaof the Tennessee Education Contive that mankind learns to fully
gress,
appreciate the necessity for a
He pointed out that through a strong individualism while at the
study it had been concluded that , same time realizing the import
''a group Was much more than ' of acting as a group in other
an aggregation of individuals, that areas.
morale and group spirit were im-

Mt. Pisgah High school's second
graduating class received its diplomas from Supt. George 11.
Barnes last Tuesday night, May
27, at the commencement exer-

Tenn. State
Lists 287
Candidates

JONES Honor Burial
GRILL ,For Navy Hero

By MABEL B. CROOKS
NASHVILLE — Tennessee State
Mrs.
years,
30
than
m ore
PRINCIPAL RETIRES—Mr.
university lists 287 prospective
Strong served as head of the
A. M. P. Strong, retiring princandidates who have filed for
widely
known
is
She
school.
school,
High
cipal of Moton
graduation June 3. Dr. Harold Benand greatly admired for the
Marianna, Ark., is shown rejamin will be commenceniciu
outstanding contributions she
ceiving a gift from C. .1. Jor.
speaker, while Dr. W. 0. Carring1404 Hyde Park
made to.education in her state.
dan, who will take over at Moton will deliver the baccalaureate.
NEW YORK — (INS) — Navy
North of Chelsea
For
principal.
as
High
ton
Dr. F. J. D. McKinney, director
medal of honor winner William E.
SPECIALTIES
of admissions at the university,
Gowan, whose body lay unclaimed
DINNERS
posted the list of prospective canin Kings County morgue for four
BAR-B-Q
didates last week. Of the 287 apdays, is assured of a burial with
plications filed, thirty were filed
FRIED CHICKEN
full military honors.
for the Master's degree.
SHORT ORDERS
The 72-year-old hero, who reThe commencement speaker is
ceived the nation's highest award
chairman of the division of social
in 1909 for rescuing shipmates
foundations of education at George
following a fire and explosion
Peabody College for Teachers.
aboard a Naval vessel in Chile,
CAN YOU USE
A new 18-classroom school and gram Supt. George Barnes ex- Nashville, and is a specialist in
died Wednesday after 'collapsing
County Board
Shelby
the
plained
existing
to
42 classrooms added
comparative education. Long conat his ropemaking job.
• of Education anticipates a 3,500
MORE
schools in Shelby county tol to 4,000 student increase during sidered one of America's outstandSince then officials had tried un- Negro
ing educators, Dr, Benjaniin W 3 S
successfully to locate a relative of take care of the increase in en-. the period although the enrollment formerly on the faculty of the Unithe
about
be
1942
to
1957expected
in
is
during
retired
August
this
rollment expected
the dead man, who
•
versity of Maryland.
the same as the current enrollafter 35 years in the Navy.
58 school term,
Dr. Carrington, who is baccaGROUND FLOOR
30,000.
about
ment.
In-announcing the expansion prolaureate speaker, is pastor of the
STERICK BUILDING
The new school will be built tin
First AMEZ Church In Brooklyn,
The only way to stop on a dime
Mitchell Road west of Ford rd.
' WilfRf 10155 111(f VOL/
N. Y. Formerly on Howard Uniis to prop it up against a stone
Cdl PPiffR/NTIA
to accommodate about 600 pupils. versity's School of Religion facul55501(1
wall, says The Illinois Division of
Additional classrooms will be
ty, he has edited the AME Zion
Traffic Safety.
built:
Quarterly Review.
— 16 at Mt. Pisgah high.
— 18 at Shelby County Training
school at Woodstock.
IIII Homes Repaired That Will Meet City Requirements•
— 8 at E. A. Hari old in MilAWNINGS ° ROOFING and SIDING ° YARD
lington for about 350 pupils.
•
Shelby County Training will also
FENCES WIRE ° CONCRETE PORCHES
MI
get a new lunchroom.
° ORNAMENTAL IRON GARAGE-CARPORTS

Shelby Getting New
School, Additians

cises.
Speaker n as Rev. iv% Herbert
Brewster. of Memphis. He was
presented by Principal Searcy C.
Harris.
Honor awards to the graduates
were presented by W. A. Wilder,
a member of the Shelby county
board of education.
Vesper service was held earlier,
on May 18, with Rev. A. D. Bell,
astor of Mt. Pisgah Baptist
,
hurch, Cordova, Tenn., as speakVelton Jubrit was valedictorian
of the class and Malralia Owens
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of the young school which was
turning out its second graduation class. Mt. Pisgah's en.

rollment is for high school .
level students only, (Wither*
Photo)

' Jerry Jackson, Leslie C. Johssim
was salutatorian.
and Clinton Jubrit.
THE GRADUATES
Gillie Leake, jr., Etta It a to
The complete roster of gradu•
Macklin, Lillian Betty Malone. Milates included:
Dorothy Louise Anderson, Mary dred Malone, John liersel Moore,
Ruth Anderson, L. V. Atkins, WI!. Leroy Moore, Betty Jean musky,
lie Lee Atkins, Thelma Baker, Johnny Lee Myers, Charlie MrJames Wesley Bledioe, L. T. Boy- fleet, Mahalia Owens, Lucille Be.
ce, Vera Buggs, Helen Virginia since Porter, Ellis Price, mairy
Cash, Louise Alpine Cash, Jose- Elizabeth Hankins, Brooks Reid,
Phirte Clark, Barbara Jean Coop- Samuel Louis Rodgers, Oirar•
crwood, Rufus Crawford, Richard Sales, Edward Shields, Mitchell
Crite, Murline Crutcher. Alice Spears, Herbert Stiger, Sam TayFaye Cunningham, Bailey Dand- lor, Elnora Terrell, Catherine Dicridge, Theressa Dean, Leon Ed- ker, William Henry Walton, Johnwards, Barbara Jean Gardner, La- nie Watson, Leroy Williams, Lilveria Griffin, Mary Ellen Harris, Ile B. Williams and Sophia WilIda Pearl Irvin, Jerline Jackson. son. (Withers Photo)

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
01411 Plighks

Frog Parking

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557
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or
and at the same time asked
la Memphis Home Repair Service:ice
the U. S. Embassy in Tokyo for
• 2,072 WALKER — Phone BR. 6-1150
"asylum" to prevent the Army
FAIM10111111.0.1.11111111111111111111111111111111111/ from harassrng him.
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YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
von lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at ;Ace.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the beSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all Umes. (She never had an office in West Memphis.,
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN,

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Boars I am. to II p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

Army? They couldn't pull this in
the U. S. They've been using
strong-arm methods, and I've been
told by the colonel that if I ever
try to leave the bachelor officers'
Josiah Bigler, 28, who says he
quarters except for meals, a fortyserved 10 years in the Army and five might stop me."
a
as
Army
the
for
later worked
WANTS COURT ACTION
civilian accountant, conceded he
Bigler is confined to bachelor
is accused of bringing an automo- officers' quarters at Yokohama,
perfor
—
illegally
Japan
into
bile
but has freedom to take meals
sonal gain — but claimed that outside and take care of personal
the Army has no jurisdiction over affairs,
His Tokyo attorney, Warren Shihim.
Bigler told INS in a telephone meal!, said if the Embassy does.
call from Yokohama that he was not intercede, "I may take the
officially released by the Army case to federal court in the U. S.
last May 1. He added that the for a writ of habeas corpus." He
Army revoked the release order asserted in addition he may ask
the assistance of the Japai.ese
*on May 8 and arrested him.
government.
STRANGE SWITCH
A 1.1.6. Embassy spot:Mum
In a strange switch on cases
said the State Department will not
where GIs usually claim they are
take action in the case.
under American jurisdiction, Bigler said if he is guilty of any offense, he should he under jurisdiction of Japanese authorities.
He denied however that he im•

KIRBY

Congratulations
GRADUATES

HORSE SHOE
LIQUOR STORE

175 Beale Ave.

BALL
TV SERVICE
RADIO
850 LINDEN

Phone IA 5-0727
We Service All Makes
As Well As Auto Radios.
Bonded Technicians
28 Years of Service

IF YOU
CAN FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT!

Out of Kentucky, the great bourbon country, comes the greatest
of them all, mellow, warmhearted, aged to perfection six full years
...Ancient Age. We challenge you to find a better bourbon. Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.6 Years Old.90 proof .©Ancient
Age Distilling Company,.Frankfort, Kentucky

stied se bourbon

